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Abstract
Tactile perception is considered an important contributor to the overall consumer
experience of a product. However, what physical properties that create the specifics of
tactile perception, are still not completely understood. This thesis has researched how
many dimensions that are required to differentiate the surfaces perceptually, and then
tried to explain these dimensions in terms of physical properties, by interconnecting
human perception measurements with various physical measurements. The tactile
perception was assessed by multidimensional scaling or magnitude estimation, in
which methods human participants assign numbers to how similar pairs of surfaces
are perceived or to the relative quantity of a specified perceptual attribute, such as
softness, smoothness, coarseness and coolness. The role of friction and surface
texture in tactile perception was investigated in particular detail, because typically
tactile exploration involves moving (at least) one finger over a textured surface. A
tactile approach for measuring friction was developed by means of moving a finger
over the surfaces, mounted on a force sensor. The contribution of finger friction to
tactile perception was investigated for surfaces of printing papers and tissue papers, as
well as for model surfaces with controlled topography. The overarching research goal
of this thesis was to study, systematically, the role of texture in tactile perception of
surfaces.
The model surfaces displayed a sinusoidal texture with a characteristic wavelength and
amplitude, fabricated by surface wrinkling and replica molding techniques. A library of
surfaces was manufactured, ranging in wavelengths from 270 nm up to 100 µm and in
amplitudes from 7 nm up to 6 µm. These surfaces were rigid and cleanable and could
therefore be reused among the participants. To my knowledge, this is the first time in
a psychophysical experiment, that the surface texture has been controlled over several
orders of magnitude in length scale, without simultaneously changing other material
properties of the stimuli.
The finger friction coefficient was found to decrease with increasing aspect ratio
(amplitude/wavelength) of the model surfaces and also with increasing average surface
roughness of the printing papers. Analytical modeling of the finger’s interaction with
the model surfaces shows how the friction coefficient increases with the real contact
area, and that the friction mechanism is the same on both the nanoscale and
microscale. The same interaction mechanism also explains the friction characteristics
of tissue paper. Furthermore, it was found that the perceptions of smoothness,
coarseness, coolness and dryness are satisfactorily related to the real contact area at the
finger-surface interface.
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It is shown that it is possible to discern perceptually among both printing papers and
tissue papers, and this differentiation is based on either two or three underlying
dimensions. Rough/smooth and thin/thick were the two main dimensions of surface
feel found for the printing papers, whereas friction and wavelength were strongly
related to the perceptual cues employed in scaling the model surfaces. These
experimental results support the duplex theory of texture perception, which holds that both
a “spatial sense”; used to discriminate the roughest textures from the others, and a
“vibration sense”; used to discriminate among the smoother textures, are involved.
The perception of what is considered rough and smooth depends on the experimental
stimulus context. It is concluded that friction is important for human differentiation
of surface textures below about 10 µm in surface roughness, and for larger surface
textures, friction is less important or can even be neglected.
The finger friction experiments also allowed the following conclusions to be drawn: (i)
The interindividual variation in friction coefficients is too large to allow direct
comparison; however, the trends in relative friction coefficients for a group of
participants are the same. (ii) Lipids are transferred to the test surface of study, and
this lowers the friction. (iii) Many of the studies point to a characteristic frequency
during sliding of about 30 Hz, which is both characteristic of the resonance frequency
of skin and the expected frequency associated with the fingerprints. (iv) The applied
load in surface interrogation is in fact regulated in response to the friction force.
The limits in tactile perception were indirectly researched by similarity scaling
experiments on the model surfaces. Wrinkle wavelengths of 760 nm and 870 nm could
be discriminated from untextured reference surfaces, whereas 270 nm could not. The
amplitude of the wrinkles so discriminated was approximately 10 nm, suggesting that
nanotechnology may well have a role to play in haptics and tactile perception.

Keywords: human skin, tactile friction, finger friction, skin friction, skin tribology, biotribology,
tactile perception, haptic perception, psychophysics, haptics, surface roughness, surface texture, contact
area, nanostructure, model surfaces, surface wrinkling, printing paper, tissue paper, magnitude
estimation, multidimensional scaling, tactile threshold, psychophysical relations, smoothness, coolness,
coarseness, softness, force sensor, skin lipids, topical formulations, skin creams.
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Sammanfattning
Taktil perception bidrar starkt till den sammantagna upplevelsen av en produkt, men
hur materials olika ytegenskaper påverkar och styr perceptionen är ännu inte helt klart.
Den här avhandlingen undersöker hur många och vilka egenskaper som är viktiga när
känslan mellan två ytor jämförs. Tillvägagångssättet är tvärvetenskapligt där fysikaliska
mätningar kopplas ihop med perceptions mätningar där människor används som
instrument. Två typer av perceptionsförsök har utförts, multidimensionell skalning där
försökspersoner sätter siffror på hur lika två ytor känns, samt magnitud estimation där
i stället intensiteten på specifika perceptuella storheter som t.ex. upplevt lenhet,
upplevd mjukhet och upplevd strävhet bedömdes. Eftersom taktil perception innebär
kontakt samt relativ rörelse mellan hud och ytor, har fokus i avhandlingen varit att
undersöka hur friktion och ytans struktur (ytråhet) påverkar och bidrar till den taktila
perceptionen. Förutom fysikaliska mätningar på friktion och ytstruktur har
värmekonduktivitet, mjukhet samt olika standard mätningar inom pappersindustrin
mätts. En metod för att mäta friktion mellan ett finger och olika ytor har utvecklats
för att i möjligaste mån återspegla friktionskomponenten i upplevt taktil perception.
Friktionskoefficienter beräknades och jämfördes mellan alla ytor. De stimuli som har
studerats är tryckpapper och mjukpapper samt modellytor, gjorda för att systematiskt
undersöka hur ytstruktur påverkar perceptionen.
Tillverkningsmetoden för modellytorna valdes så att ytorna var tåliga och kunde
tvättas och därmed återanvändas. Strukturen på ytorna bestod av ett vågformat
mönster där våglängden varierade mellan 270 nm och 100 µm och amplituden mellan
7 nm och 6 µm. Enligt vår vetskap är det första gången som strukturer i de här
skalorna har gjorts utan att samtidigt ändra andra material egenskaper.
Friktionskoefficienten minskade med ökad kvot mellan amplituden och våglängden på
modellytorna samt med ytråheten på tryckpappren. En analytisk modell tillämpades på
kontakten mellan ett finger och ytorna som visade att friktionskoefficienten beror av
den verkliga kontaktarean. För de mycket grövre mjukpappren uppmättes inga stora
skillnader i friktion förmodligen för att kontakarean mellan de olika mjukpapprena var
lika. Den faktiska kontakarean visade sig också vara viktig för perceptionen av lenhet,
strävhet, torrhet och svalhet.
Det visade sig vara en stor perceptuell skillnad mellan olika typer av tryckpapper och
mjukpapper utifrån hur stimuli placerade sig på en taktil karta. För de tre materialen
användes enbart två alternativt tre egenskaper hos materialet för att särskilja mellan
alla olika par. För tryckpapper verkade en viktig dimension kunna beskrivas av alla de
perceptuella och fysikaliska egenskaper som har med kontaktarean att göra, d.v.s.
lenhet, svalhet, torrhet, ytråhet, värmekonduktivitet samt friktion. För att taktilt
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särskilja mellan olika ytor där bara strukturen är varierade, kunde friktion och
våglängden relateras till spridningen i kartan. Båda studierna stödjer duplex theory of
texture perception, där ett spatialt sinne används för att särskilja en av de grövre ytorna
från en slät, och ett vibrationssinne för att särskilja mellan olika släta strukturer.
Friktionen visade sig alltså vara en viktig fysikalisk egenskap för strukturer under
åtminstone 10 µm i ytråhet.
Från fingerfriktions mätningar kunde även följande slutsatser dras: (i) Stora skillnader i
friktionskoefficient mellan olika personer uppmättes, men trenderna mellan olika
individer var samma, vilket gör att relativa skillnader i friktion från en individ är
representativa. (ii) Lipider (fingerfett) som överförs från fingret till ytan vid kontakt
sänker friktionen. (iii) Frekvensinnehållet i friktionskraften varierar mellan olika ytor
och den frekvenstopp som ses vid 30 Hz kan möjligtvis bero på fingrets struktur eller
resonansfrekvensen på huden. (iv) Den pålagda kraften under en friktionsmätning
visar sig omedvetet regleras av den friktionskraft som fingret möter under rörelse.
Hur små strukturer som kan diskrimineras har indirekt undersökts genom
likhetsförsöket på modellytorna där försökspersoner skulle bedöma hur lika alla par av
ytor kändes. Resultaten visade att ytorna med våglängder på 760 nm och 870 nm
upplevdes olika jämfört med referens ytor utan något systematiskt mönster, medan
ytan med 270 nm i våglängd inte kunde särskiljas. Amplituden på ytan som kunde
diskrimineras var endast ca 10 nm, vilket indikerar att nanoteknologi mycket väl kan
bidra inom haptiken och för att i framtiden kontrollera den taktila perceptionen.

Nyckelord: taktil friktion, fingerfriktion, hudfriktion, hudtribologi, biotribologi, taktil perception,
psykofysik, haptik, ytråhet, ytstruktur, ytveckning, nanostruktur, kontaktarea, modellytor,
friktionskoefficient, kraftmätare, bestruket papper, obestruket papper, tryckpapper, mjukpapper,
multidimensionell skalning, magnitud estimation, taktilt tröskelvärde, lenhet, mjukhet, svalhet,
strävhet, hudlipider, topikala beredningar, hudkräm.
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Introduction

Already from the moment of birth, we perceive, consciously or not, the
physical world around us through our skin senses and by touching. Tactile
perception is vitally important to a child’s development because it is involved in
early learning such as manipulating objects and distinguishing differences in
texture and shape. Touching and exploring things, also delivers temperature
accompanied with warmth and cold perceptions, and may also provide
experiences of pain. We continue to rely and hone our tactile perception into
adulthood, and it is through the senses recruited in touching that a great deal of
information is communicated.
An increasing interest in tactile perception is seen from many fields, largely
because of its potential commercial use. This is driven by a range of factors, for
example the development of a sense of touch in robotics and haptic perception
for virtual reality and remote sensing,1,2 as well as the desire to improve the
tactile aesthetics in “touch intensive” consumer products such as phones,
touch-pads, conditioners, skin cream, packaging, fabrics and paper.
This thesis work, has involved collaboration with industrial partners within the
printing paper and tissue paper industries, both consumer oriented, where the
tactile feel affects the consumer’s impression and preferences of the products.
For the tissue industry, the softness feel is an important benchmark of a
product, especially for toilet paper, handkerchiefs and facial tissue. Today,
softness is measured by means of comparative tests performed by trained
panels. These evaluations are both time and resource exacting, and therefore
methods to calculate perceived softness by means of measurable physical
properties would be beneficial. In the printing paper industry, the feel is
important both for readers and customers who select paper. From that stems
industrial interest in identifying paper properties that will affect tactile feel and
can be controlled in the paper production.
The properties that control human tactile perception are still not completely
understood. If the determining properties for various materials were known,
then new products and surface treatments could easier be designed to deliver
specific tactile perceptions, i.e. “perception delivery”. While focus in the
literature has been on relating physical properties with emotional attributes
(affective),3-7 the aim of the research presented in this thesis was to interconnect
sensory attributes, such as perceived roughness, perceived softness and
1

perceived smoothness, to various physical properties. This is accomplished by
conducted psychophysical experiments in which human participants scale
various well-defined perceptual attributes applicable to sets of stimuli.
Moreover, the important tactile dimensions are searched for by scaling
perceived similarities of stimulus pairs followed by multidimensional scaling of
the resulting similarity matrices. All samples then end up in a map of tactile
perceptions, and the organization is interpreted by means of physical properties
of the stimuli. For example, upon comparing the feeling of two different
surfaces, what properties are similar and what properties may be discriminated?
If one property is more important than any other, then that property can
potentially be engineered to modify the perception.
Tactile perception necessitates contact and relative motion between the skin
and the surfaces of interest. This implies that properties such as friction and
surface roughness ought to be important physical properties for tactile sensing.
This thesis focuses mainly on the contribution of friction and topography to
the feel of both printing paper and tissue paper as well as model surfaces, in
which the surface texture is systematically varied. The main research questions
are summarized below:
 What is the role of friction and texture in tactile perception?
 What is the relationship between texture and friction?
 How can model surfaces with systematically controlled roughness be
fabricated to cover as wide scans as possible from nanoscale and up?
 Which method is most relevant for measuring friction to be related to
tactile perception measurements?
 What is the smallest texture that can be perceived in active touch?
This inter-disciplinary research project has been performed as a joint project
with the Perception and Psychophysics Unit of the Department of Psychology
at Stockholm University. Together, the two complementary projects constitute
the Perception Delivery section within the Institute Excellence Centre
CODIRECT (Controlled Delivery and Release Centre), hosted by YKI, the
Institute for Surface Chemistry. Besides collaboration with the researchers in
psychology, PhD student Martin Arvidsson and Professor Birgitta Berglund,
collaboration with Professor Ulf Olofsson at Machine Design at KTH was
established. The precisely structured model surfaces were in collaboration
prepared at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in
2

Washington DC. The industrial partners in the projects have been Oy
Keskuslaboratorio (KCL) in Finland, a paper research institute, now merged
with VTT Technical Research Centre, and Eka Chemicals in Sweden. Some
work on textile fabrics are also presented in this thesis. This work was
performed in collaboration with Fred Butler®, which is a company that has
developed an environmentally friendly method for dry-cleaning.
The thesis starts with some background and important references to related
work within the fields regarding tribology in general, skin friction,
psychophysics as well as the sensory receptors that allow us to feel. The
different stimuli, the characterization techniques and the developed finger
friction approach are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the
fabrication of model surfaces and Chapter 5 summarizes the main results from
the finger friction measurements. As you will see, the results are not presented
article by article, but rather mixed in order to be easier to follow as a reader and
this also allowed an even further interpretation of the results. Both
unidimensional and multidimensional psychophysical results are presented in
Chapter 6. While summarizing all the results upon writing this thesis, it
appeared that the real contact area seems important in many aspects of the
human interaction with surfaces.
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2 Background
2.1

Elementary aspects of tribology

Tribology is the study of friction, lubrication and wear8, where the word tribos is
from the Greek and means rubbing. When two surfaces are in contact and
slide over each other, a friction force arises in the direction opposite to the
relative motion. This movement can cause wear, i.e. damage to one or both
surfaces, resulting in progressive loss of surface material. Both friction and wear
can be reduced by adding lubricants to the system, for example oils and greases.
The friction force for dry friction is generally considered directly proportional
to the applied load (1st law of friction) and independent on the apparent area of
contact (2nd law of friction), first applied by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519),
stated by Guillaume Amonton (1663-1705) and further verified by CharlesAugustin de Coulomb (1736-1806). Friction is most often described by the
friction coefficient (µ) that relates the friction force (F) to the applied load (L),
as described by these two classical laws of friction:
(2.1)
Tribology strongly affects industrial processes, as well as our everyday life. In
some situations high friction is required and in other cases low friction is
desired. When skiing for example Vasaloppet, low friction, typically 0.05 N,9
between the snow and the ski is preferable; similarly, low friction between the
skin surface and the socks is an advantage when running to avoid blistering.10
In contrast, high friction, typically 0.2-0.3 N,9 is wanted between either a shoe
or foot in contact with the ground to avoid slipping. The reason for easily
slipping on the pedals when biking on a rainy day as well as by the swimming
pool are due to that water can act as a lubricating film. There are four different
regimes of lubrication, hydrodynamic lubrication (full film), mixed lubrication,
elastohydrodynamic lubrication and boundary lubrication.8,11 In the
hydrodynamic regime, two surfaces are completely separated by a thick fluid
film, whereas in boundary lubrication only a thin molecular layer (additives in
the lubricant) protects the surfaces from coming in contact. The friction in a
lubricated contact depends on for example sliding velocity, lubricant viscosity
and film thickness.
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All surfaces display some roughness or unevenness due to asperities on the
surface. Surfaces that appear perfectly smooth are not perfectly smooth on an
atomic scale. When two surfaces are brought together only a few of these
asperities or peaks are in contact, so that the real contact area is usually much
smaller than the apparent area. The number of asperities in contact increases
with increasing load.
2.2

Skin friction

Biotribology, first defined in the early 1970s,12,13 includes tribology in all
biological systems, e.g. artificial implants and articular cartilage,14 contact
lenses,15 hair,16,17 personal care products18,19 and skin,20-22 which is considered in
this thesis. Skin friction was first considered in the cosmetic industry to assess
both skin care products and skin health. To paraphrase Gitis et al.23 “When a
person feels her or his skin with her or his finger, the resultant perception of
the skin property is nothing but friction between the finger and the skin. Thus,
friction measurements represent the most straightforward way to exactly mimic
the person’s feeling of her or his skin conditions”. Upon measuring skin
friction, deviations from Amonton’s law have been observed,24-26 because of
the elastic properties of the skin.27 Dry friction of a sphere sliding over the skin
surface arises from two mechanisms,22,28,29 interfacial adhesion and deformation
according to:
(2.2)
The deformation force comes from ploughing the harder asperities through the
softer surface and is estimated by the following expression:22,30
/

∗

/

/

(2.3)

where β is the hysteric loss fraction, R is the contact radius, L is the applied
load and E is the effective Young’s modulus, obtained from the Young’s
modulus and Poisson ratio (v) of the two surfaces in contact according to
following equation:
∗

(2.4)
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Several works find adhesion as the main contributor to skin friction.22,31,32
Adhesion arises from attractive atomic or intermolecular forces at the asperities
in contact and the total adhesion contribution to friction is a function of the
contact area (A) and the interfacial shear strength (τ) associated with rupture of
the adhesive forces. Thus, the adhesion contribution22,31 can be expressed as
/
∗

(2.5)

The friction coefficient is according to eq. 2.1, the ratio of the friction force to
applied load. Based on eq. 2.3 and eq. 2.5, the friction coefficients based on
deformation and adhesion, are then proportional to L1/3 and L-1/3, respectively.
This indicates that the friction coefficient decreases with increasing load if the
mechanism is adhesion driven and increases with applied load if the friction
mechanism is driven by deformation. The expressions above are derived
considering a solid sphere sliding on the skin, but the contribution of adhesion
and friction coefficient decreasing with the load has also been found when a
finger is sliding over solid surfaces,33,34 especially at low loads. However,
Masen35 suggests that the contribution to deformation on the friction
coefficient should not be ignored. Which mechanisms that contribute to
friction in a skin contact are typically studied by plotting the friction coefficient
for various applied loads or contact pressures. The curves obtained are usually
non-linear at low loads showing a decrease in friction coefficient with load17,25,30
or contact pressure,36 and the friction coefficient can be described by a negative
power function according to eq. 2.6. For the high load regime (load > 1 N), it
has also been reported that the relation between the friction force and applied
load is linear; but with a non-zero intercept,37,38 due to the deformation of the
finger at low loads.37
(2.6)
Skin friction has been measured, mainly in vivo, by sliding or rotating a probe of
various materials of stationary skin, predominantly measured on the
forearm.39,40 Friction has been studied as a function of age,41-43 anatomical
site,26,41,43 gender,41 hydration,41,44,45 as well as hydration in combination with
various lubricants.24-26,46-48. These studies report that hydrated skin displays
higher friction compared to dry skin. Some attempts have been made to
6

correlate skin friction with skin feel in the cosmetic area,48,49 mainly as an effect
of moisturizers.
A second type of skin friction measurement employs actively moving a finger
over a stationary surface as when exploring a surface, a more pertinent
approach to measure friction to be linked to tactile perception. Recently, a
number of studies have emerged, where friction is measured while moving a
fingertip5,33,37,38,50-57 or arm58,59 over a surface. Moreover, a couple of these
studies have combined finger friction measurements and sensory evaluation.5,5457,60 Friction measurements between an index finger and different car interior
materials and aluminum samples with different roughness have been performed
by Liu et al.57 where both measured surface roughness and friction correlated
with the “rough-smooth” and “grippy-slippery” perceptions. A new study by
Schreiner et al.60 could not correlate perceived slipperiness with finger friction
based on measurements on three polymer surfaces, and they therefore conclude
that tribological attributes of human skin is of limited value when it comes to
haptic perception. Finger friction has also been considered when studying
grip.20,38,50,61,62 One interesting finding is that the friction force encountered
when manipulating objects controls the grip force.63-65
In a contact where at least one of counter-surfaces is elastic, for example rubber
or skin, and the real contact area may approach the apparent contact area as the
elastic material can deform over the surface asperities.66 This is often discussed
in combination with an observed decrease in friction with increasing surface
roughness.33,34,38,67,68 Rougher counter-surfaces thus result in lower real contact
area with fewer amounts of asperities contributing to interfacial adhesion, and
therefore lower friction. However, Tomlinsson et al.37 found that finger friction
increases with increasing roughness. Derler and Gerhardt20 discuss in a recent
review that in an adhesion-dominated regime friction decreases with increasing
roughness, whereas in a deformation-dominated regime, friction increases with
increasing roughness up to a plateau. Although several experimental studies of
tactile friction have reported the relation between friction coefficient and
surface roughness, only little attention has been paid to systematically study the
role of texture or surface roughness in tactile friction.37,56,69,70 There are no
systematic studies on friction and roughness of fine-textured surfaces, with
feature sizes reaching down to the nanometer scale. Reasons for not having
studied this issue in depth yet may be due to the issues of manufacturing,
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characterizing and measuring such structures that are large enough and allow
repeated interrogation with a finger.
Moisture or hydration of skin has shown to increase the skin friction
coefficient.21,33,34,58,68,71-75 Two different mechanisms discussed in the literature
that increases friction due to moisture results from that water on the surfaces
may form capillary bridges with the finger that increases adhesion and therefore
also friction,34,76 or that water absorption decreases the Young’s modulus of
skin and makes the surface more smooth resulting in an increase in contact
area.22,71 When measuring tactile friction, large differences between subjects are
often observed, a phenomenon probably due to variations in moisture.21,24,74
In this thesis work, friction coefficients are measured by moving a finger over
the surfaces of interest using load sensors, where the friction coefficients are
calculated according to Amonton’s law and compared between all stimuli.
2.3

The skin

The skin is a large multilayered organ covering the entire body, composed of
the epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous fat tissue. The outer layer (10-20 µm)
of epidermis is called stratum corneum (SC), arranged in a brick and mortar
structure as corneocytes (bricks) embedded in a lipid lamellar intercellular
matrix (mortar).77 The arrangement of ceramides, fatty acids and sterols
(mainly cholesterol) within this matrix78 work as an effective barrier between
the body and the environment. Disruption of this lamellar barrier can increase
the transepidermal water loss and consequently affect hydration of skin and
cause skin dryness.79 Besides protecting the body from water loss and from
foreign substances entering the body, tactile information is mediated through
sensory receptors embedded in the skin, see paragraph below.
The skin covering the palms of the hands and soles of the feet are different
from other parts of the body. For example, these parts are glabrous (hairless),
contain a system of papillar ridges and comprise only eccrine sweat glands and
no sebaceous glands like the other parts of the body. Sebaceous glands secrete
sebum, a waxy/oily secrete containing fatty acids, glycerides, hydrocarbons and
alcohols.80 Eccrine sweat contains 98-99 % water and the rest is both inorganic
and organic components such as anions, cations, ammonia, amino acids, urea
and glucose. It is the apocrine sweat glands, localized around the nipples,
8
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2.44

Sensorry receptorrs in the skkin

Many kinds of
o sensory receptors aare embedd
ded in the skin. Theyy are triggerred
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Eaach of these mechan
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a
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SA
AI units aree sensitive to
t deformaation (staticc touch). Conversely, the FAII and
a
SA
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Ta
able 2.1 The four mechan
noreceptors a
and their res
sponse sensiitivity.88,90,94-996

Mechanoreeceptor

Meissner
ccorpuscle

M
Merkel disks

Pacinian
ccorpuscle

Ruuffini organ

A
Adaptation
rate

Fast (FA)

Slow (SA)

Fast (FA)

Slow (SA)
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Receptiv
ve
field

Small (I)

Small (I)

Large (II))

Large (II))
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Deformation
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M
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deform
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Fine ttextures througgh
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((40-500Hz)

Lateral
al deformation of
skin
SSkin stretch
(1100-500 Hz)

2.5

Tactile and haptic perception

There are two forms of tactile perception, passive tactile perception (cutaneous
perception) and active tactile perception (kinaesthetic perception).97,98
Cutaneous perception is a result of mechanical deformations of the skin when
statically touching a surface. The information is limited in static touch, and to
apprehend the whole object, exploratory movement is necessary.99,100
Kinaesthetic perception is generated from movements of an arm, shoulder,
hand or finger. Movement generates the kinaesthetic perceptions linked to the
cutaneous perceptions, and since the participants freely explore the surfaces in
this thesis work, haptic perception is the actual subject of scientific study in this
thesis. Nevertheless, I still use tactile perception as the concept for what is
investigated, because it is a more common word to a broader audience and is
readily associated with human skin.
2.6

Psychophysics

Psychophysics is the scientific study of the relation between stimulus (physics)
and sensation (psychology).101 A good description of the methods, theories and
applications of modern and classical psychophysics can be found in the book
Psychophysics - The Fundamentals, written by Gescheider.101 The founder of the
term “psychophysics” was the German scientist Gustav Theodor Fechner who
published Elements of Psychophysics in 1860, where he described research that
relates physical stimuli to how they are perceived. All our senses are studied in
psychophysics: vision, hearing, taste, smell and touch (or the senses of the skin),
and there are three basic types of experiments: determination of absolute
thresholds, discrimination thresholds and unidimensional scaling of quantity. In
absolute threshold experiments, the smallest amount of stimulus intensity to
produce a sensation (or be detected) is investigated, whereas discrimination
thresholds are the smallest amount of difference in stimulus intensity that can
produce a sensation (or be detected). The actual physical stimulus is considered
the input to the sensory system and the output is the sensation. Thus, these
traditional threshold methods state a perception threshold in units of a stimulus
intensity where the output is just detected (or not) or discriminated (or not).
The output of a sensory system such as perceived brightness, odor, warmth or
loudness,102 can be measured as quantities by the aid of various scaling
methods.103 In such experiments, the perceived quantity (above threshold of a
stimulus) is measured and presented as a function of stimulus intensity, which
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gives a psychophysical function of magnitude. Steven proposed a power law,
relating this sensation magnitude (Ψ) (perceived quantity) with the stimulus
intensity (Φ) according to:
(2.7)
where n is the power exponent and k is an arbitrary constant. This relation
became more exerted than the classical Fechner-Weber law (Ψ k logΦ) when
scaling methods became more regularly used.101 Traditional psychophysical
functions often show logarithmic human responses between physical intensity
and sensory magnitude, for example the perceived loudness; a response of the
human ear, is proportional to the logarithm of sound intensity and perceived
brightness; a response of the human eye, implies a logarithmic relationship with
physical luminance.101
There are many scaling techniques to measure perceptual quantities (sensory
magnitudes), but the direct ratio scaling methods, particularly magnitude
estimation is most useful and widely used and also the method employed within
this thesis work. In magnitude estimation experiments, participants assign
numbers to their perceived quantities of the presented stimuli. Therefore, one
assumption of the method is that humans can make numerical judgments of
quantities on perceptual continua, e.g. degree of softness.

2.6.1 Unidimensional psychophysics
Most studies on tactile perception are unidimensional, investigating single
perceptual attributes6 such as perceived softness,104-106 slipperiness60,107 and
perceived roughness, the latter is by all means the most extensively studied
tactile perception.97,108-113 Perceived roughness and the role of
mechanoreceptors in roughness perception have been researched using artificial
surfaces: linear gratings, 109,114,115 raised dots116-118 or sandpaper,119 where the
spatial separation, the feature size and width have been varied. For spatial
densities at the millimeter scale, the gap between the surface features seems
important for the roughness perception, whereas the width of the features has a
smaller effect.97,115
Perceived roughness with smaller features has also been investigated, in order
to study the duplex model of texture perception,99,120-123 originally proposed by David
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Katz.99 Depending on the sizes of the elements on the surfaces, a texture can
either be a macro texture (features larger than 100 µm and/or spatial
separations > 200 µm) or a micro texture (features smaller than 100 µm and/or
spatial separations <200 µm). This duplex model suggests that different
mechanisms contribute to the perception of a micro texture (fine surface) and a
macro texture (coarse surface). The perception depends on a “spatial sense” for
discernment of coarse textures and a “vibration sense” for fine-textured
surfaces.

2.6.2 Spatial resolution of the fingertips
Mainly two methods to evaluated spatial resolution of skin have been
employed. In a “two-point threshold” assessment, participants judge whether
one or two points are felt on the skin,97,124 conversely, when estimating a
“point-localization threshold”, participants judge whether a second stimulus is
applied to the same or different spot as the first stimuli presented. This latter
threshold is about 1-2 mm on the fingertip and lower compared to two-point
threshold. The spatial acuity is highest of the fingertips probably due to the
high density of sensory receptors, and lowest on the back.97
The duplex theory of texture perception indicate that spatial separations above
200 µm can be discriminated by static touch (just pressing down the finger),
whereas smaller separations need movement and are detected by
vibrations.99,120-123 Lamotte and Whitehouse125 showed that the detection
threshold of a raised dot with a diameter of 550 µm was 2.1 µm in height on an
otherwise smooth surface.125 Miyaoka et al.119 found a tactile threshold between
1 µm and 3 µm in particle sizes (fine abrasive paper) using a two-alternative,
forced-choice procedure where participants judged which out of two presented
surfaces that felt rougher. The literature still lacks research on the limitations in
active touch. In this thesis work, a method of similarity scaling was employed
for the model surfaces with spatial separations ranging from nanometer up to
100 micrometer to investigate the tactile limits, without asking for a specific
attribute or if a pattern was felt or not.
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2.6.3 Multidimensional psychophysics
In order to get a comprehensive picture of tactile perception, researchers have
also tried to map the dimensions of the tactile space using multidimensional
scaling (MDS).126-133 The purpose is to find the number of underlying
dimensions or specific properties that affect the ability to discriminate among
surfaces and also what these dimensions are. In contrast to unidimensional
scaling, the participants are not told what attribute to think of, but rather to
scale perceived similarities or dissimilarities of presented pairs of stimuli on a
common scale, for example, a scale from 0% to 100% similarity. All possible
combinations of pairs within one set of stimuli are presented, and are given a
scale value based on how similar the two stimuli feel. After all pairwise
comparisons from a large group of participants, about 20, the similarity data is
averaged in a matrix and analyzed according to the selected model for MDS. In
this thesis, the judged similarities are measures of psychological distance, where
a pair that is perceived similar has a short psychological distance. These
psychological distances are then visually presented in a map with the number
(n) of dimensions that best represents the data.134,135
As an illustration of the MDS analysis, inspired by Lyne et al,130 I here present
the map obtained (Figure 2.3) upon performing MDS on a matrix of flight
distances136 between cities in Europe. As can be seen, the map obtained
resembles the actual map well.

Figure 2.3 Two-dimensional map obtained when analyzing a matrix consisting of flightdistances between cities in Europe using multidimensional scaling.
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In this example, a two-dimensional solution was selected and the dimensions
are interpreted as north/south and east/west, because that makes sense in this
specific case. A tactile map can be obtained in the same way, analyzing a matrix
of perceived dissimilarities (tactile distances). The closer two surfaces are
located in a tactile map the more similar they are perceived.
The multidimensional studies reported in the literature, typically, find between
two and four dimensions for tactile perception, but the actual number seems
unclear. Okamoto et al.137 review research on tactile dimensionality and they
find five dimensions in total: macro roughness, fine roughness,
hardness/softness, coldness/warmness and friction. In addition, they assume
that the sticky/slippery and moist/dry dimensions are parts of the friction
dimension. The interpretations of the dimensions are typically made by fitting
adjective rating scales into the tactile space126,127,129 or by relating the perceptual
dimensions to physical measurements.128,130,131. In general, the dimensions
obtained are interpreted as perceptual dimensions. Furthermore, with the
exception of fabrics133 and tissue,130 most MDS studies have focused on objects
or different materials rather than a set of similar surfaces from the same
material.
In the present thesis, an attempt is made to map the tactile space for two
important consumer materials; printing paper and tissue paper, as well as model
surfaces. The underlying dimensions (important dimensions) are searched for
by relating physical measurements to the coordinates of the multidimensional
tactile maps. Besides Lyne et al.,130 the studies within this thesis are among the
first to correlate physical quantities with the perceptual outcome of a
multidimensional study on a set of surfaces from the same family group. Both
unidimensional and multidimensional psychophysical results, and some
experimental details, are presented in Chapter 6.
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3 Methodology
In this chapter, the different stimuli are designated and the techniques used to
characterize these stimuli in terms of texture, thermal conductivity and
elemental composition are briefly described. Moreover, the developed and
extensively used tactile approach to measure finger friction is explained.
3.1

Stimuli

The printing papers and tissue papers were supplied by the industrial partners,
KCL and EKA, respectively. They were selected to cover a wide range of
products from industry.

3.1.1 Printing paper
The 21 printing papers, listed in Table 3.1, are classified with a paper grade,
based on the pulp, treatment and/or end use. Uncoated papers are mainly used
as copy papers and in newsprint, wood-free (chemical pulp) coated papers are
usually used in advertising materials and high-quality books and magazines, and
coated papers with mechanical pulp are normally used in magazines, catalogues
and in advertising materials. Seven of the papers were uncoated (in bold in
Table 3.1) and 14 papers were coated, either made from mechanical or
chemical pulp (wood-free) with a grammage (weight) from 45 g/m2 up to 130
g/m2. The coated papers are further subcategorized based upon the extent of
their finishing; Gloss > Silk > Matt; or amount of coating; MWC > LWC and
MFC. A supercalendered paper is uncoated but has been smoothened to obtain
more similar properties of a coated paper.
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Table 3.1 The 21 printing-paper stimuli sorted in alphabetical order, together with their
respective paper grade and grammage. Wood-free means that the papers are made from
chemically treated pulp. The seven uncoated papers are shown in bold.
Paper sample
LWC 45
LWC 60
MFC 48
MFC 60
MWC 100
MWC 60
News 45
SC-A 48
SC-A 60
SC-B 45
SC-B 60
WFC-Gloss 100
WFC-Gloss 115
WFC-Gloss 130
WFC-Gloss 70
WFC-Matt 100
WFC-Matt 70
WFC-Silk 115
WFC-Silk 130
WFU 100
WFU 60

Paper grade
Light-weight coated
Light-weight coated
Machine-finished coated
Machine-finished coated
Medium-weight coated
Medium-weight coated
Newsprint
Supercalendered (virgin fibres)
Supercalendered (virgin fibres)
Supercalendered (recycled fibres)
Supercalendered (recycled fibres)
Wood-free coated
Wood-free coated
Wood-free coated
Wood-free coated
Wood-free coated
Wood-free coated
Wood-free coated
Wood-free coated
Wood-free uncoated
Wood-free uncoated

Grammage (g/m2)
45
60
48
60
100
60
45
48
60
45
60
100
115
130
70
100
70
115
130
100
60

Ra surface roughness (µm)
1.96±0.05
1.75±0.04
2.55±0.04
2.38±0.04
1.28±0.03
1.54±0.03
4.03±0.07
2.00±0.05
1.91±0.03
2.12±0.04
2.20±0.04
1.24±0.03
1.23±0.03
1.25±0.02
1.34±0.03
1.70±0.05
1.66±0.05
1.54±0.05
1.59±0.04
3.85±0.05
3.91±0.05

3.1.2 Tissue paper
The tissue papers obtained are also divided into three groups: bathroom tissue,
absorbent tissue and facial tissue, and listed Table 3.2. Adsorbent tissue
contains wet strength resins in order to not fall into fragments upon contact
with a liquid. On the other hand, bathroom tissue has to decompose upon
contact with water and no wet strength resin is added. The tissue samples are
made of different pulps; the tissue samples T1, T3, T5 and T8 are made from
kraft pulp (chemical pulp) and CTMP (chemo-termo-mechanical pulp), tissue
T6, T7, T11, T12, T14 and T15 from softwood and eucalyptus pulp and T2,
T4, T9, T10, T13, T16 and T17 from recycled newsprint or office waste.
Eucalyptus pulp gives a high bulk, important for tissue softness. A through-airdried (TAD) sample, where the water has been removed by high temperatures
instead of being pressed away onto a cylinder, also contains a higher bulk.
Perceived softness is the most important attribute within the tissue industry and
it is generally divided into surface softness and bulk softness.106,130,138 It is
generally the creeping process that gives tissue bulk and softness; however the
TAD process and addition of debonders that lower the strength between fibers
to the pulp, often result in even bulkier and softer tissue papers.
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Table 3.2. The 17 tissue paper stimuli, divided into absorbent tissue, bathroom tissue and
one sample of facial tissue.

Tissue sample

Information

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17

Absorbent tissue. Contains WSR. Kraft pulp and CTMP
Absorbent tissue. Contains WSR. Recycled pulp
Absorbent tissue. Contains WSR. Kraft pulp and CTMP. TAD
Absorbent tissue. Contains WSR. Recycled pulp (newsprint)
Absorbent tissue. Contains WSR. Kraft pulp and CTMP. Embossed.
Facial tissue. Some WSR. Softwood and eucalyptus kraft pulp.
Bathroom tissue. Softwood and eucalyptus kraft pulp.
Absorbent tissue. Contains WSR. Kraft pulp and CTMP. TAD
Bathroom tissue. Recycled pulp (newsprint)
Bathroom tissue. Recycled pulp (office waste)
Bathroom tissue. Softwood and eucalyptus kraft pulp. TAD.
Bathroom tissue. Softwood and eucalyptus kraft pulp.
Absorbent tissue. Contains WSR. Recycled pulp (newsprint)
Table napkin. No WSR. Softwood and eucalyptus kraft pulp.
Bathroom tissue. Softwood and eucalyptus kraft pulp.
Bathroom tissue. Recycled pulp (office waste)
Bathroom tissue. Recycled pulp (newsprint)

3.1.3 Paper standard tests
Standard printing-paper and tissue-paper tests were performed by the industrial
partners according to different ISO protocols and standard tests. These results
are given in Appendix I (included at the end, after the appended articles). These
tests were all performed in a controlled environment of 50 % relative humidity
and 23 °C. The measured properties that will be discussed further in this thesis
are grammage for the printing papers (ISO 536:1995), and the corresponding
measure in tissue industry called basis weight (ISO 12625-6), given in g/m2. In
addition, tensile stiffness (TS) for the tissue papers, obtained from the
maximum slope of the tensile force versus tensile stretch curve, given in kN/m,
will be considered.
Bulk softness106,130 is calculated from the tensile stiffness according to:
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.

(3.1)

Surface softness was measured by Eka Chemicals, using a rebuilt record player
(Figure 3.1), first developed by Hollmark.106 A needle, acting as a “synthetic
fingertip”, is sliding on the tissue paper. The signal that depends on the surface
texture of the tissue is logarithmically amplified to exaggerate peaks and filter
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ue) is then calculated by
ouut fine detaails.106 The smoothnesss number (LENA-valu
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n
off peaks withh the mean
n amplitudee. Since thiss LENA-vaalue
deepends on the surface texture, it can be seen as a measure oof the surfa
face
roughness off the tissue samples.

Fig
gure 3.1 Rebuilt record player used
d by Eka Che
emicals to measure
m
surfa
face softness
s of
tisssue paper.106

Co
ombined so
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ometrical mean
m
of TSS, measured
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oth the macchine directtion and crross directio
on, and thee LENA-vallue, measurred
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.
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(33.2)

Experiimental tecchniques

3.22.1 Charaacterizatio
on of textuure
A non-contaccting laser profilomeeter (NanoF
Focus µScaan), was useed to measu
ure
surface rough
hness of th
he printingg papers (A
Article I-III)). A laser bbeam emitted
fro
om a pointt light sourrce is focussed on the surface th
hrough an oobjective leens
thaat moves rapidly
r
up and downn to adjust focus (wh
here the m
maximum ligght
inttensity occcurs). These movemeents are reecorded and
d represennt the surfa
face
profile. The vertical
v
reso
olution of tthe confocal sensor iss typically 220 nm and the
t
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spatial resolution, which depends on the adjustable step length and scanning
speed, was about 0.2 µm in this work.
The topography of the wrinkled model surfaces were measured using a stylus
profilometer (Taylor Hobson Form Talysurf PGI 800), a contacting technique
(Article IV-V). A diamond stylus tip was drawn 1.1 mm over the surface in a
direction perpendicular to the wrinkle orientation. The vertical resolution is a
few nanometers, and the horizontal resolution depends on the radius of the tip,
which was 2 µm in this work.
The nanoscale-textured model surfaces, both wrinkled and particle surfaces
could not be resolved in the above mentioned techniques. These were instead
imaged and characterized with an atomic force microscope (AFM)139 with a
much smaller tip radius compared to the stylus instrument (Article IV-VI).
Briefly, a sharp tip, i.e. cantilever, scans over a surface, either in contact mode
or tapping mode® (Veeco Instrument). A laser is deflected from the back of
the cantilever onto a mirror and subsequently into a photodetector. As the tip
traces various surface features, its upward and downward movement shifts the
beam between upper and lower photodiode components, creating voltage
differences that move a piezoelectric scanner in the z-direction to keep the
feedback constant (constant force/deflection or oscillation amplitude). It is the
movement of the scanner that renders height information.
The texture of a surface is normally made up of both waviness and roughness
(higher frequency). Often the waviness is filtered away by using a cut-off
wavelength. Irregularities with a wavelength greater than this value will not be
considered. Primary roughness parameters (P) are named as an R-parameter
after any cut-off filtering. There are a number of different roughness
parameters that describe the topography of a surface, and they are generally
divided into four groups; amplitude, spatial, hybrid and functional
parameters.140
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Two standard parameters, Ra and Rq, were used to characterize the surface
roughness of the printing papers. The standard cut-off values when
characterizing a printing paper is 5 µm (lower limit) and 10 mm (upper limit). Ra
is the arithmetic average deviation of surface heights z of all points x from the
center line of the test surface of length L:
(3.3)

Mathematically the center line is defined in such a way that the sum of the z
values is zero. Rq, also called root-mean-squared roughness (RMS), is defined as
the square root of the mean value of the squares of the distances z of all points
x from the center line L:
(3.4)

The amplitude of the wrinkled-textured surfaces was estimated from the Rz
parameter (ten-point height), the average absolute value of the five highest
peaks (P) and the five lowest valleys (V):
…

…

(3.5)

A good parameter to estimate the wrinkle wavelength was the S-parameter that
gives the average spacing of local peaks in the profile. In addition, λa was
estimated from the AFM profiles.
…

(3.6)

Furthermore, an optical microscope (Zeiss Axioplan) has been employed,
mainly to estimate the surface wavelengths and possible wear of the wrinkled
model surfaces, as well as to characterize phase structures in the topical
formulations.
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3.2.2 Characterization of thermal conductivity
Thermal conductivity was measured with a HotDisk (HotDisc AB, Sweden),
based on the Transient Plane Source (TPS) technique.141 A current is applied to
a thin film sensor (HotDisc 7280 with radius of 14.67 mm in this work), which
serves as both the heat source and thermometer. The thermal conductivity is
obtained by monitoring the temperature increase, which is highly dependent on
the thermal transport properties of the surrounding material, as a function of
time. Thermal conductivity was measured on the printing papers by KCL and
used in Article III.

3.2.3 Characterization of elemental composition
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), also known as ESCA (Electron
Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis) provides quantitative chemical
information such as elemental composition, chemical states and amount of
different functional groups for the outermost 2-10 nm surface layer. The
surface is placed in ultra-high vacuum and exposed to well-defined irradiation
of x-ray energy, resulting in emission of photoelectrons. The kinetic energy of
these emitted electrons is used to calculate the binding energy, which can be
related to the chemical state of bonding.
In this work, XPS was used to investigate a possible transfer of lipid material to
the surfaces upon stroking, and thus high-resolution carbon spectra were curvefitted, showing chemical shifts in the carbon signals due to different functional
groups between carbon and oxygen; there are four types of carbon peaks, C1carbon (carbon with no bonds to oxygen, C-C, C=C, C-H), C2-carbon (carbon
with one bond to oxygen, C-O, C-O-C), C3-carbon (carbon with two bonds to
oxygen, O-C-O, C=O) and C4-carbon (carbon with three bonds to oxygen, OC=O, C(=O)OH).142 Filter paper served as a good model for paper since it
consists only of cellulose, and only a low amount of C1-carbon is present.
Lipids on the other hand contain mainly C1-carbon.
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3.33

Fingerr friction

A tactile approach to measure friction haas been deeveloped, consisting of
co
ontinuously recording the friction fforce and appplied load (n
normal forcce) as a finger
is moving over
o
a su
urface mouunted on a force sensor. Fiinger frictiion
meeasurementts were firsst evaluatedd on a sett of printin
ng papers ((Article I-IIII),
usiing a three-componeent piezoellectric forcce sensor, and then employed on
mo
odel surfacces (Article IV-V) andd tissue paper. The app
proach usedd in these dry
d
into lubriccated contaacts (Articlle VII) up
co
ontacts wass further elaborated
e
pon
meeasuring fin
nger frictio
on of differrent topicall formulatio
ons. In thiis latter stu
udy,
fin
nger friction
n measurem
ments weree performeed with a ForceBoard™
F
™ (Industrial
Dyynamics AB
B).

3.33.1 Forcee sensors
Th
he three-co
omponent piezoelectri
p
ic force sen
nsor (Kistler 9251A), ffixed betweeen
tw
wo parallel steel
s
plates (Figure 3..2), contain
ns piezoelecctric crystalss that convvert
meechanical lo
oad into eleectrical signnals. The charges gen
nerated aree proportional
to the load ap
pplied, and are converrted into vo
oltage by a charge ampplifier (Kisttler
50038A3). To
o get the output
o
signnal in New
wton insteaad of voltaage, the force
sen
nsor was caalibrated in
n the three directions (Fx, Fy and Fz), by plaacing standaard
weeights (0.1 - 0.5 kg) on
n the top pplate while continuously recordinng the outp
put
vo
oltage signaal. Scale facctors were oobtained frrom the inv
verse of thee slope of the
t
vo
oltage versuus loading force plot.. As a check, calibrattion was allso tested for
ligghter weights (10 g, 200 g and 50 gg), to verifyy the linearity of the loower rangee of
forrces applieed in tactille friction measurements. Three forces w
were record
ded
up
pon stroking at a samp
pling rate off 100 Hz with
w a LabV
VIEW system
m.

Fig
gure 3.2 The finger fricttion device cconsisting of a piezoelectric force ssensor attach
hed
between two parallel steel plates.
p
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The ForceBoard™143 is equipped with two load cells, one horizontal and one
tangential, consisting of strain gauges in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. A
mechanical load is converted into voltage signals that are amplified and
proportional to the applied load. Forces are sampled at 100 Hz using
DAQFactory software.

3.3.2 Finger friction measurements
Friction coefficients were calculated as the ratio of friction force and applied
load according to eq. 2.1. A standard measurement for dry friction was 15
stroking cycles, however; the friction coefficient was calculated as the average
of the first three stroking cycles since participants tended to make an estimation
about the surface feel after only a couple of stroking cycles. The average applied
load of all finger friction measurements performed by the respondent was 1.1 ±
0.2 N (mean ± SD). This corresponds to an apparent contact pressure of 13
kPa or 3 kPa, considering the diameter of the apparent contact area to be 10
mm or 20 mm, respectively. This average applied load of 1 N was in agreement
with the reported optimum contact load when detecting tactile stimulus.144 It
should be noted that the standard deviation of load within one measurement
was larger than between measurements, although the load was intended to be
kept constant. Each of the 14 different participants (Article II) used their
preferred load from 0.2 N up to 5.2 N, but with an average of the group of 1.3
N. The approximated stroking speeds for all measurements were approximately
10 – 60 mm/s, where a speed of 20 – 30 mm/s was normally applied by the
respondent. The output data is a text file of columns with the time and
respective forces and MATLAB scripts have been written in order to facilitate
the different analyses of the friction measurements. The main benefit using the
script is that many files can be analyzed simultaneously and the results such as
the average friction coefficients, applied load, change in friction coefficient with
time and average friction force are summarized in an excel-file. Figure 3.3
shows typical curves of the two forces and the corresponding friction
coefficients, both before and after removal of the turning points associated with
changing direction of the finger. The forward strokes (away from the body) are
negative and the backward strokes (towards the body) are positive. The friction
coefficients are obtained using both the positive and negative arms of the curve.
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A

B

C

Figure 3.3 Forces and friction coefficients sampled from one measurement (15 stroking
cycles) of the printing paper News 45 (A) Friction force and load versus time (B) Friction
coefficient in each sampling point after adjustment of the time (C) Friction coefficients after
removal of the turning points and the average friction coefficient of each stroke (grey
square).
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Results and Discussion
The main results of this thesis are summarized in the following chapters.
Chapter 4 describes the outcome of the fabrication of model surfaces, and
Chapter 5 includes many aspects of the physical measurements with much
focus on the finger friction measurements. If you are only interested in the
perception part, you can go straight to Chapter 6, but if you continue reading
you will see that the physical measurements display some interesting results in
themselves.

4 Fabrication of model surfaces with controlled texture
Two approaches were engaged to fabricate model surfaces with the aim of
investigating the role of texture or surface roughness in tactile friction as well as
tactile perception. Firstly, silica particles of various sizes were deposited onto
glass surfaces using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique145 (Article VI). Secondly,
surface wrinkling146,147 was employed, that generated large enough surfaces to
allow one finger moving over the surface, a wide library from nm up to submillimeter in wrinkle wavelength and the surfaces could be reused (Article IV
and V).
4.1

Particle surfaces

Negatively charged silica particles (30, 60, 90, 200, 800 and 4000 nm) could be
deposited onto glass surfaces using Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition after
physical modification with a cationic surfactant, hexadecyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB). Besides allowing electrostatic attraction to the negatively
charged glass surface, this amphiphilic surfactant allows the modified silica
particles to stay on the water subphase in the LB trough. A protocol developed
by Lee et al.148 and Tsai et al.149 was somewhat modified, for details see Article
VI. The silica particles were dissolved in chloroform that evaporates quickly
upon spreading onto the water surface. The smaller particle sizes, 30 nm to 90
nm, were filtered before spreading on the water subphase in order to remove
aggregates that were formed during the preparation steps. Directly after
evaporation each particle, with associated surfactant, has a large mean particle
area. However, upon moving barriers over the water surface, this mean area is
continuously decreasing until the particles are closely packed in a monolayer.
The glass surface, already lowered into the water upon spreading the particles,
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waas moved upwards
u
th
hrough thiss monolayeer as the su
urface presssure was kept
co
onstant, resuulting in paarticle depoosition ontto the glasss surface. T
The surfactant
mo
olecules (orrganic material) were removed in
i a sinterin
ng step, leaaving only the
t
siliica particlees on the surface.
s
Thhe resultingg closed packed monoolayers for all
paarticle sizes are displayyed in Figu
ure 4.1.

Fig
gure 4.1 Closely
C
pack
ked monolayyer films off silica partiicles, depossited using the
Langmuir-Blod
dgett techniqu
ue (A) 4000 nm, scale bar
b 10 µm (B
B) 800 nm, sscale bar 10 µm
(C)) 200 nm, sccale bar 1.25
5 µm (D) 90 nm, scale ba
ar 0.75 µm (E)
( 60 nm, sccale bar 0.5 µm
(F)) 30 nm, sca
ale bar 0.25 µm.
µ The ima
ages were ob
btained with an
a atomic foorce microsco
ope
(B--F) and sca
anning electtron microsccope (A). Im
mage from Article
A
VI,1500 reprinted with
w
permission © 2011
2
America
an Chemicall Society.

An
n AFM-based wear test
t was deeveloped to
o test the stability oof the partiicle
mo
onolayer siince robust surfaces were demanded for the tactilee applicatio
ons.
Th
his test invvolved recip
procally mooving an AFM
A
tip in contact m
mode over the
t
paarticle layerrs at a veryy high conntact pressuure (about 2 GPa). T
The layer was
w
co
onsidered ro
obust if th
he layer wass not damaaged. Both
h time (5 – 30) min and
a
tem
mperature (450 - 700) °C was exxplored, and
d the optim
mum sinterin
ing conditio
ons
fouund was 300 min at 6000 °C. Diffferences in stability off surfaces siintered at 550
5
°C
C and 600 °C for a tim
me period off 30 min arre illustrated
d in Figuree 4.2.
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gure 4.2
Robustness
s test of p
particle films
s after diffe
erent sinteriring times and
a
Fig
tem
mperatures by
b scratching
g a cantileve
er tip recipro
ocally at high
h contact preessure using
g an
ato
omic force microscope.
m
Image from
m Article VI, reprinted with
w
permisssion,150 © 20
011
Am
merican Chem
mical Society
y.

Allthough co
onditions that
t
appeaared to giive robust surfaces were
successive lo
oss of silicca nano p articles in tactile exp
ploration ccould
co
This connsideration together with
ompletely guaranteed.
g
w
the rrather
roughness (R
Ra) span ob
btained, froom 3 nm up
u to 90 nm, resultedd in a
ap
pproach to fabricate
f
model
m
surfacces.
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foun
nd,
not be
limited
seco
ond

Wrinklle-textured
d surfaces

Th
his approach is baseed on surfa
face wrinklinng that is induced bby applyingg a
meechanical sttress to a bilayered
b
syystem with a higher elaastic moduulus of the top
t
layyer.146,151-1533 This buckkling instabbility has been
b
utilized
d to measuure the elasstic
15
51,154-156
mo
odulus of thin
t
polymeeric films,
as well
w as a no
ovel methood to fabriccate
paatterned surfaces.147,1152,157-159 T
The proceedure of surface wrinkling is
sch
hematicallyy illustrated
d in Figurre 4.3. A specimen (75 mm × 25 mm) of
prepared pollydimethylsiloxane (PD
DMS) was mounted into
i
a strainn stage154 and
a
m length L to ΔL (or stretched as
a written iin the figurre).
strrained uniaaxially from
Th
he strainedd PDMS was
w then eexposed to
o either ulltraviolet oozone (UV
VO)
irrradiation orr oxygen pllasma (OP) treatment,, which oxiidize the toop layer of the
t
PD
DMS into a stiffer film
m. Consequuently, this upper partt attained a higher elasstic
mo
odulus com
mpared to the
t thickerr substrate.152,160 Upon
n subsequeently releasiing
thee strain, i.e. placing the sample unnder axial compressio
c
on, surface w
wrinkles were
w
forrmed spon
ntaneously perpendiccular to th
he direction
n of strainn due to the
t
miismatch in elastic mod
dulus betweeen the stifffer top layeer and softeer substratee.
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Fig
gure 4.3 (A)) Schematic illustration o
of surface wrrinkling (B) 3D
3 image, obbtained with the
styylus profilome
eter, of a wriinkled surfacce (WS11) sh
howing the tw
wo entities thhat vary, wrin
nkle
wa
avelength (λ) and amplitu
ude (A)

Th
he wrinkle wavelength
h obtainedd is the optimum wav
velength thhat minimizes
14
46,161
thee strain en
nergy of the system,
and th
his equilibrrium wavellength can be
1
exxpressed as161,162
/

2

(44.1)

wh
here hf is th
he film thicckness, E thhe elastic modulus
m
and
d v the Poiisson’s ratio
o; s
deenotes the substrate and
a f the fiilm. Both hf and Ef in
ncreases w
with increasiing
treeatment tim
me, and theerefore thee wrinkle wavelength
w
could be systematicaally
alttered by em
mploying diifferent treeatments tim
mes.146,152 UVO
U
treatm
ment typicaally
produced waavelengths in the ordder of tens to hundreeds of micrrometers, and
a
OP
P typically in the su
ub micromeeter range. On the other
o
handd, the wrin
nkle
am
mplitude (A) could be
b varied bby employying differeent comprressive straains
(Δ
ΔL/L), since the ampllitude depeends on the compressive strain (ε) accordiing
to1152,162,163
1

/

(44.2)

wh
here εc deenotes thee critical sstrain need
ded for on
nset of w
wrinkling.1611,162
Ho
owever, craacks can allso be form
med if the strain is to
oo high or the exposu
ure
152,164
tim
me too longg,
duee to the briittleness off the surface layer. Forr the purpo
ose
off the end use
u of thesee surfaces, it was inteended to avoid such cracks. Th
hus,
op
ptimization of both exxposure tim
mes and crittical strainss was needeed in orderr to
get as wide a library of surfaces
s
as possible.
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Each wrinkled PDMS-specimen was replicated into a durable, cleanable surface
replica using a UV-curable adhesive polymer (NOA81; Norland optical
adhesive). Untreated PDMS-specimens were also replicated, representing
surfaces with no systematic sinusoidal texture, hereafter called blank surfaces
(BS).
The exposure times and compressive strains for the wrinkled surfaces are listed
Table 4.1, together with the resultant wavelengths and amplitudes. The
obtained wavelengths ranged from 270 nm up to 100 µm and the amplitudes
from 7 nm up to 6 µm. This library of surfaces was then used to study the role
of texture in tactile perception (Article IV) and tactile friction (Article V).

Table 4.1 Measured wavelengths and amplitudes of the wrinkle-textured model surfaces
(WS), together with the exposure times and strains that were used to obtain the wrinkles.
The numbering of the surface names is from the smallest to largest wavelength fabricated
in this study. The surfaces WS1-WS3 were replicated from OP-treated PDMS, while the
surfaces WS4-WS17 were replicated from UVO-treated PDMS.

Surface

Wavelength
(µm)

Amplitude (µm)

Exposure time
(min)

Applied strain
(%)

WS1
WS2
WS3
WS4
WS5
WS6
WS7
WS8
WS9
WS10
WS11
WS12
WS13
WS14
WS15
WS16
WS17

0.270±0.040
0.760±0.050
0.870±0.050
17.5±1.0
17.6±1.0
20.5±0.9
25.0±1.1
25.1±1.2
31.2±1.4
34.0±2.4
37.4±2.6
39.9±2.9
42.9±2.6
46.5±2.6
70.7±2.9
90.0±4.3
98.8±5.9

0.007±0.001
0.013±0.003
0.022±0.005
1.2±0.1
1.2±0.1
1.6±0.1
3.1±0.3
2.1±0.2
2.4±0.3
4.0±0.5
4.5±0.4
3.3±0.3
3.6±0.3
4.0±0.2
1.9±0.1
3.4±0.3
6.0±0.6

1
1.5
2.5
20
20
30
40
40
50
50
60
60
60
75
90
120
120

6
3.5
3
60
48
40
55
35
25
34
35
20
25
20
14
10
12
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5 Finger friction results
A tactile (or haptic) approach to measure friction has been developed in order
to study the role of friction in tactile perception. These finger friction
measurements are included in all articles besides Article VI and the main results
are summarized in this chapter. The four images in Figure 5.1 will be used
throughout the rest of this thesis to indicate which stimuli that is considered.
Data are presented as means and standard deviations and correlations are
presented as Pearson correlation coefficients (r).

Figure 5.1 Images used throughout Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 to indicate which set of
stimuli that is considered.

5.1

Differences in finger friction within a single stimuli set

Figure 5.2A displays the average friction coefficients, averaged over the first
three stroking cycles, sorted in decreasing order for the 21 printing papers (n =
4), 19 wrinkled model surfaces (n = 6) and 17 tissue papers (n = 9). The friction
coefficients range between 0.276 and 0.476 for papers, 0.292 and 1.41 for the
model surfaces and 0.273 and 0.311 for tissue. A comparison of the friction
coefficients for the different stimuli groups, as well as fabrics (wool, acetate,
cotton and polyester), are shown in a box plot in Figure 5.2D. The model
surfaces show the greatest friction coefficient with an average of 0.73, followed
by paper (0.38), fabrics (0.33) and tissue (0.29). The model surfaces also show
greatest variations in friction coefficient within the group, displayed by a large
range in Figure 5.2D. This illustrates the danger of referring to “a material”
without taking into account the differences within a group of materials.
The printing papers group naturally according to the paper grade. The WFC
papers show the highest friction coefficient and the uncoated papers (newsprint
and WFU) display the lowest, with coated mechanical papers grouped together,
and the SC-papers place intermediate. The SC-B papers, containing recycled
fibers, show higher friction than the SC-A papers made of virgin fibers.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 5.2 Average finger friction coefficients (mean ± SD), sorted in decreasing order for
printing papers (A), model surfaces (B) and tissue papers (C). Note the differences in
scale on the y-axis. A comparison between the materials is illustrated by a box plot (D),
showing the respective mean (small square) and median (line) inside the box, representing
the upper and lower quartile. The whiskers symbolize the maximum and minimum values
that are not extreme outliers. The colors, dark grey, light grey and white, only have
significance within each figure, representative of different sub-groups; wood-free coated
papers, coated papers from mechanical pulp and uncoated papers: blank surfaces,
nanoscale surfaces and microscale surfaces: absorbent tissue, bathroom tissue and
personal care tissue, respectively.

Out of the model surfaces, the blank surfaces (BS) with no systematic pattern,
display the highest friction coefficients, followed by the nanoscale surfaces and
further microscale pattern surfaces. These results show that friction
measurements with the piezoelectric force sensor can discriminate a set of
similar surfaces such as printing papers of different paper grades and patterned
surfaces ranging in wavelength from nanometer to sub millimeter in terms of
finger friction. However, no large differences in friction were obtained for the
various tissue samples or textile fabrics.
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5.2

Friction coefficient decreases with increasing roughness

There is a trend that the friction coefficient decreases with increasing surface
roughness of the printing papers, as revealed by Figure 5.3, although the
correlation is weak (r = 0.72). News 45 is the roughest paper of the stimuli set,
and also displays lowest friction. This decreasing trend was assumed to depend
on the real contact area,33,34,53,165 where rougher papers are expected to have a
smaller number of contact points with a finger and therefore lower friction. As
can be seen in Figure 5.3B, the friction appears independent of the weight of
the paper. Hence, the friction coefficient seems to be linked to the surface and
not the bulk of the paper, which is reasonable.
A

B

Figure 5.3 Friction coefficient versus Ra surface roughness (A) and paper grammage (B).
The symbols (same in both figures) display the different paper grades. Data are presented
as mean ± SD. Article I165

Although friction is reasonably explained by the surface roughness (Ra), the
effect of coating type and amount of coating cannot be completely ruled out.
Generally, WFC papers and MWC papers, which display the highest friction
coefficients in this study, contain higher coat weight than LWC and MFC
papers. Also, the SC-B papers that show higher friction coefficient than SC-A,
consist of a higher filler content. Therefore, it is possible that the amount and
composition of the coating and the fillers in the paper and also chemicals in the
pulp, can give rise to more specific interfacial interactions which affect for
example the adhesion and therefore also the friction. No detailed information
was available on the type or amount of coating of the commercial papers used,
and therefore the investigation of any influence of paper surface chemistry is
not considered in this thesis.
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The role of surface texture in tactile friction was further addressed by
fabricating model surfaces of the same material and varying solely wrinkle
wavelength and amplitude. The finger friction coefficient is plotted versus the
wrinkle wavelength in Figure 5.4A. The friction coefficient decreases with
increasing wavelength up to about 30 µm and then it starts to increase again,
first thought to be due to an adhesion contribution at low wavelengths and a
deformation component at higher wavelengths. A somewhat similar trend was
noted with the wrinkle amplitude, down to about 2 µm; above that no
correlation between friction and amplitude is seen (Figure 5.4B). If instead the
ratio of amplitude and wavelength (A/λ) is considered a characteristic length
scale,157 an interesting relation with the friction coefficient appears (Figure
5.4C). The results imply that the friction coefficient decreases with increasing
aspect ratio, i.e. either with increasing amplitude or decreasing wavelength.
Since the surfaces are made from the same material, the observed differences in
friction presumably depend on the real contact area.
A

B

C

Figure 5.4 Finger friction coefficient versus wrinkle wavelength (A), amplitude (B) and
aspect ratio (C). The nanoscale surfaces (WS1-WS3) are displayed as filled symbols and
microscale surfaces (WS4-WS19) as unfilled symbols. Not the break in the x-axis scale in
A and B. Data are presented as mean ± SD. Article V166
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5.3

Contact modeling - friction is a function of real contact area

An analytical model was employed to investigate if the role of aspect ratio on
friction is due to differences in real contact area. The analytical model used,
introduced by Westergaard,167 assumes a contact between an elastic half-space
and a rigid wavy surface with a characteristic wavelength and amplitude. It is
valid to approximate this as a contact between a wavy surface and a flat elastic
finger, since the wavelength of the finger ridges is much greater than that of the
wrinkled surfaces (Figure 5.5). One single contact, i.e. one wrinkle, is evaluated
and considered to be representative of the contact ratio for the whole contact.
A

B

500 µm
Figure 5.5 (A) Schematic illustration of the assumed contact used to approximate the
contact ratio between a flat elastic finger and the wrinkled surfaces with a characteristic
wavelength (λ) and amplitude (A). The contact ratio is defined as 2a/λ and when 2a equals
to λ, complete contact occurs. (B) Comparison of one approximated finger ridge and
surface WS12 with a wavelength and amplitude of 40 µm and 3.3 µm, respectively.

The employed model167 expresses the ratio of the real to the apparent contact
area according to:
sin

⁄

(5.1)

∗

where a is half the width of a singular contact, λ is the wrinkle wavelength, is
the actual surface pressure, approximated with eq. 5.2, and p* is the pressure
needed for full contact (eq. 5.3). The pressure needed for full contact depends
on the effective Young’s modulus E* for the materials (eq. 5.4) and the
amplitude and the wavelength of the surface.
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(5.2)
∗

∗

(5.3)

∗

(5.4)

The values used to calculate the contact ratios are shown in Table 5.1. The
Young’s modulus of the finger was given a value of 0.2 MPa, and the Poisson
ratio a value of 0.4, values in agreement with reported values in the
literature,82,168,169 and chosen so that no surface gave 100 % contact ratio.
Dandekar et al.168, reported an epidermal modulus of 0.18 MPa for a human
fingertip and Maeno et al.82 estimated the Young’s modulus of the epidermis to
be 0.14 MPa, whereas the softer dermis and subcutaneous tissue showed values
of 0.08 and 0.034 MPa, respectively. The Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of
the wrinkled surfaces were provided by the supplier of the UV-curable
adhesive.

Table 5.1 Parameters used in the analytical model to estimate the contact ratio between a
finger and the wrinkled model surfaces.

Values
0.2 MPa
Efinger
1,379
MPa
Esurface
0.4
vfinger
0.4
vsurface
Load
1N
Apparent contact diameter
10 mm
Contact pressure
0.0127 N/mm2
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The finger friction coefficient is plotted versus both the aspect ratio and the
estimated contact ratio for the various surfaces in Figure 5.6, as a 3D scatter
plot. As can be seen, the aspect ratio and contact ratio are inversely related to
each other, and the friction coefficient decreases with increasing aspect ratio (as
discussed before) and increases with the contact ratio, also depicted in Figure
5.6B. Therefore, this model suggests that differences in finger friction are due
to different contact ratios or real contact areas, a key parameter directly related
to the adhesion mechanism of friction. The finger is allowed to have greater
contact area if the spatial separations are greater or the heights of the wrinkles
are lower. It is interesting to note that the nanoscale surfaces follow the same
trend as the microscale surfaces. Based on this result, we assume that the
friction behavior on the printing papers is also due to the real contact area.

A

B

Figure 5.6 (A) 3D scatter plot of friction coefficient versus aspect ratio
(amplitude/wavelength) and estimated contact ratio (B) Friction coefficient versus
estimated contact ratio for the different wrinkled-textured model surfaces. Data are
presented as mean ± SD. Article V166

Unfortunately, surface roughness on the tissue samples has not been measured
in a way that can be compared with the printing papers or model surfaces;
however, by eye one can see that they are much rougher. These rougher tissue
surfaces seem to display a roughness scale where the friction coefficient is
independent of the roughness. It might be that the real contact area is similar
between a finger and all the 17 tissue stimuli, and therefore the adhesion
contribution to friction for all tissue papers does not vary considerable,
resulting in that analogous friction coefficients are obtained.
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5.3.1 Real contact area important also for thermal conductivity
The physical measure of thermal conductivity also bears an interesting relation
to the surface roughness, as can be seen in Figure 5.7. In Section 5.3, a
relationship between friction and real contact area was established and it
reasonable that thermal conductivity is also dependent on the real contact area.
More contact points allows more heat to be transferred.

Figure 5.7 Thermal conductivity plotted versus the Ra surface roughness for the 21
printing papers, indicating that thermal conductivity, just like finger friction, depends on the
real contact area of fine textures.

5.4

Similar trends but large individual variations in friction coefficients

Several participants performed finger friction measurements on a selection of
eight papers (Article II) to investigate if measurements performed by a trained
experimenter can be considered representative of a larger population. As can be
seen in Figure 5.8, the same trends in friction were obtained when taking the
average of the group (Article II) and compare that with the results from the
first study (Article I). The WFC papers (Gloss and Matt) display the highest
friction and the uncoated papers the lowest (News, WFU and SC-A). An
additional observation is that there were large deviations between the 14
participants, consistent with other studies where different people have
measured finger friction on various substrates.53,57 For example, considerable
differences in friction coefficients among 12 subjects were found by Derler et
al.53, which was due to different states of hydration. Hence, the variations in
this study may well be explained by different skin hydration states of the
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participants. This is just speculative, since the moisture content of the finger
tips was not measured.

Figure 5.8 Average friction coefficients (mean ± SD) of eight selected papers, measured
by 14 participants. The results from the previous study with one experimenter (Article I) are
shown as transparent columns with thicker black border line. The wood-free coated papers
(dark grey) display the highest friction. Article II170

The results show that finger friction measurements by one individual are
representative of a larger population, if considering relative comparison of
friction coefficients within a set of surfaces. However, comparison of exact
values of friction coefficients obtained by two different persons should be
avoided.
5.5

Load is regulated by the friction force encountered

An interesting and unexpected finding that came out of this study is that the
participants regulated the applied load in response to the perceived friction even
though they were instructed to use a constant preferred load. Higher friction
papers resulted in a lower force applied as depicted in Figure 5.9. In contrast,
higher loads could be applied, if a low friction was encountered. This suggests
that there is some optimum friction regime that is comfortable upon feeling a
surface and that allows the finger to smoothly slide over the surface. These
adjustments in load, that most probably occur unconsciously, show that
humans are very sensitive in responding to friction signals. This can be related
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to previous studies on grip showing that humans adjust the load based on
friction to optimize grip.63,64

Figure 5.9 Applied load versus the inverse of the friction coefficient obtained from all
measurements of participant number 15 (n = 16) and also the average of the group. This
shows that the load that was supposed to be kept constant is actually varied depending on
the friction coefficient. The linear fit (r = 0.94) has a slope of 0.42, corresponding to some
optimum friction force for surface interrogation. Article I165

5.6

Decrease in friction due to transfer of lipids

An observed decrease in friction coefficient during repeated stroking (one
measurement) on printing paper is discussed in Article I. Considering the
difference in average friction coefficient between the last and first stroking
cycle, the decrease varied from 20 % to 42 %, where the greatest decrease is
seen during the first couple of strokes. Generally, the smoother coated papers
display a greater decrease compared to the rougher uncoated papers, except SCB. This phenomena of decreasing friction during repeated sliding or contact
with a human finger has been reported elsewhere for paper51,171 and other
materials.34 This decrease in friction is discussed in terms of moisture being
transferred to the porous paper51 and transfer of lipid material.34 A decrease in
friction has also been observed over the first contacts on paper-to-paper
friction,172,173 where the decrease has been associated with progressive damage
of the paper surface.173
To further investigate the decrease in friction observed on the printing papers,
the change in friction coefficient over the 15 stroking cycles is evaluated for all
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friction measurements performed within this thesis work and compared in
Figure 5.10 by means of a box plot. The average change for each material is
considered as a comparison, although differences within each material group
exist. In an additional experiment, changes in friction were compared between a
finger and a steel ball and elastomer ball on a selection of five papers; these
results are also presented in Figure 5.10. As can be seen, all materials stroked
by a human finger show an average decrease in friction, whereas a steel ball and
elastomer ball give a rise in friction coefficient over time. Whereas the increase
in friction coefficient may be due to wear, the decrease is most probable due to
deposits like sweat and lipids from the human finger. This seems highly
probable in view of the fact that humans leave latent fingerprints on surfaces
that are touched.80 A set of experiments were performed in order to further
study the cause of this change in friction over time, as described in Article I.

Figure 5.10 Comparison of changes in friction coefficient for the different materials within
this thesis work, measured by one individual. The box plot shows the respective mean
(small square) and median (line) inside the box, representing the upper and lower quartile.
The whiskers symbolize the maximum and minimum values that are not extreme outliers.
All materials that have been stroked with a human finger exhibit an average decrease in
friction coefficient over 15 stroking cycles, whereas a paper surface stroked with a steel
ball or elastomer ball display an increase instead.

A filter paper stroked with a finger 15 times back and forth as in the finger
friction measurements, were studied with XPS, and compared with the signal of
an untouched filter paper. High-resolution carbon spectra are depicted in
Figure 5.11, showing an increase in the C1-signal from 6 % for clean filter
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paper to 37 % for stroked filter paper. Additional low amounts of N, Si, Na and
S were found, which is consistent with bio deposits from the finger such as salt
and proteins. This increase in the C1-carbon signal strongly indicates that lipid
material is transferred from the finger to the surface upon stroking in finger
friction measurements, and it seems highly probable that this lipid material can
act as a lubricant film and lower the friction. However, the origin of these lipids
is not entirely clear. It is known that fingerprint ridge deposits from the hands
come from eccrine sweat glands, i.e. secreted sweat that does not contain any
fatty acids.80 Sebaceous glands however, located on all parts of the body besides
the palms of the hands and soles of the feet contain fatty acids and
hydrocarbons. Therefore, deposits from washed hands should not contain
sebaceous material.174-176 Instead of lipids secreted from the sweat glands, it
may be epidermal lipids175 from stratum corneum cells that end up on the
surface together with sweat deposits from eccrine sweat glands. On a smoother
surface, more lipids are likely to be deposited due to a larger real contact area,
enhancing the effect of lubrication. This can help explain why smoother papers
show a larger decrease in friction compared to the rougher papers.

Figure 5.11 Curve fitted high-resolution carbon spectra (C 1s spectra) for (A) virgin filter
paper used as a reference sample and (B) after stroking the filter paper surface 15 times
with the index finger as in the finger friction measurements. An increase in the C1-carbon
(C-C,C=C, C-H) from 6% (A) to 37% (B) of the total carbon signal, as well as a decrease in
the C2-carbon (C-O, C-O-C) is detected after stroking the finger. This increase in C1carbon is possibly originating from hydrocarbon chains in skin lipids. Article I.165
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Figure 5.12 depicts three repeated finger friction measurements on the same
paper sample of WFC Matt 100. As can be seen, the friction coefficient
decreases during the first strokes on a new sample, and then it flattens out. The
following two measurements (each performed after a pause of 30 s) on the
same sample do not show the decrease. When changing to a new sample, the
friction starts with a high value again, following by a fast decrease. The same
trend is also observed for the three other papers tested: WFC Silk 130, SC-B 60
and WFC Gloss 100. Lipids in a latent fingerprint stay on the surfaces at least
for 24 hours80, as a result the lubricating properties remain for the second and
third measurements in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12 Black symbols: three finger friction measurements on the same paper sample
(WFC-Matt 100) with a waiting time of 30 seconds between each measurement. White
symbols: a new WFC-Matt 100 paper is measured three times. A considerable decrease is
only observed during the first couple of strokes on a new paper sample. Each
measurement (15 cycles) ranged about 25 seconds. Article I.165

The glands are continuously secreting sweat;34 however, it is not always
perceptible. Thus, lipids are deposited together with water which makes up 9899 % of the sweat content.80 If there is an absorbing material like printing
paper, tissue paper and textiles as used within this work, the moisture should be
absorbed into the surface; otherwise water stays on the surface and then
contributes to an increase in friction. The model surfaces are not porous,
suggesting that sweat can stay on the surface, and therefore work against the
lubrication mechanism with lipids. Actually, a slight increase is first observed in
the friction coefficient of model surfaces, possibly due to moisture from the
finger, following by a decrease (moisture evaporates). Finally, a larger real
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contact are should result in that more lipids and moisture are transferred from
the finger to the surface. For that reason we see a lower decrease in friction for
tissue and fabrics that are macroscopically rough. It is therefore concluded that
the reason for the observed friction decrease is the transfer of lipid material, the
greater the contact area the greater the lubricating effect. However, this
mechanism is competing with the effect of moisture being secreted from the
sweat glands that can increase friction.
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5.7

Frequency content in friction force

Fast-Fourier-Transform analysis (FFT) of the friction force and normal force
indicates that there are two types of sliding, showing different bandwidths or
dynamics in the amplitude spectrum, as can be seen in Figure 5.13, when
comparing the inset figures in A and B (more dynamics) with the insets in C
and D (less dynamics).
A

B

C

D

Figure 5.13 Frequency content of the friction force of four different surfaces: (A) WS1, (B)
WS3, (C) WS8 and (D) WS9. The insets are magnifications from 20 Hz to 40 Hz. More
dynamics are present in the friction force of the nanoscale surfaces (A and B). Article V166

A greater bandwidth (more dynamics) was obtained for the surfaces with lowest
aspect ratio, i.e. the blank surfaces (BS1 and BS2), nanoscale textures (WS1WS3) and the surfaces with largest wavelengths (WS15-WS17). This suggests
that the textures which give rise to a high real contact area with a finger and
consequently higher friction, as discussed in Section 5.3, show more dynamics
in the forces to a greater extent. Stick-slip was noted on the very same surfaces,
suggesting that the greater bandwidth of the frequency content in the friction
force emerge from stick-slip. In contrast, the textures with higher aspect ratio
show less bandwidth in the amplitude spectrum. It is speculated that this
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dynamics may be connected to how the surfaces are perceived when touching
them, where more dynamics most probably are associated with a more
unpleasant feeling.
Interestingly, a frequency peak at 30 ± 1 Hz is observed for all surfaces, as can
be seen in Figure 5.14. Since the peak appears on all surfaces, independent of
the wrinkle wavelength (Figure 5.14A), it may be that the origin of this peak is
due to the finger ridges. Dividing the stroking speed (approximated to be 25
mm/s) with the frequency peak of 30 Hz, results in a wavelength of 800 µm,
about the same length scale as the finger ridges. This frequency also
corresponds to the resonance frequency of the skin,177 and given the similarity
of the numbers it may be that there is an evolutionary relationship between the
fingerprint spacing and this parameter.
The same frequency analysis was performed on the friction measurements with
different participants (Article II) on eight selected printing papers. The average
frequency peak for each participant is displayed in Figure 5.14B. The frequency
peak ranges from 27 Hz up to 36 Hz, but here the participants could vary the
speed and it is not clear whether the frequency variations reflect differences in
fingerprints or in speed or a combination of both.

A

B

Figure 5.14 The main frequency peak, obtained from frequency analysis of the friction
force, versus wrinkle wavelength (A) and participant number (B).
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Stabilitty of wrink
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5.99

Tactilee friction of
o liquid crrystalline phases
p
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he tactile friction
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app
proach wass further exxtended byy means off using fingger
friiction meaasurements to study frictional behavior of
o topical formulatio
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Article VII).. Although
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able research has been
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t
18,178
-180
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4
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n the skin,47-49
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n moving ffingers oveer a skin treated area, in which the
friiction enco
ountered sh
hould resem
mble the friiction perceeived, i.e. taactile frictio
on.
Ass a first app
proach to studying thhe feasibilitty of detectting differeences in these
lub
bricated co
ontacts, model
m
skin creams with
w
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derably diffferent tactile
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n index fingger and fo
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nto a modeel skin subbstrate (Vittro181-183
As a checkk of fingerr status, a reference
Skkin®, IMS Inc.).
r
m
measure on an
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ntreated paart of the model
m
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med prior to the acttual
meeasurementt.
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hree formuulations; lam
mellar (A), cubic (B) and reverssed hexagoonal (C), were
w
prepared to represent different liquid cryystalline ph
hases from
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mo
onoolein-so
odiumoleatte-water sysstem184 sho
own in Figu
ure 5.16.

Fig
gure 5.16 Te
ernary phase
e diagram fo
or the monoo
olein-sodiumo
oleate-waterr system184, with
w
forrmulation A (28%:27%:4
45%, w/w/w) , B (48%:7%
%:45%, w/w//w) and C ((64%:16%:20
0%,
w/w
/w/w) shown as red, blu
ue and gree
en, respectiv
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enting three different liq
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cryystalline phases: lamellar phase, cub
bic phase an
nd reversed hexagonal pphase. Adap
pted
witth permission
n,184 copyrigh
ht (2001) Am
merican Chem
mical Society
y. Article VII
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Finger friction was measured directly after spreading with a gloved finger
(allowing more even film thickness) as well as after 2.5 min, 6 min and 20 min,
to see if changes in friction could be obtained with time due to water
evaporation. Evaporation experiments indicated that Formulation B and C
undergo phase transitions, based on the amount of water that evaporates. The
friction coefficients obtained are displayed in Figure 5.17. Formulation A
showed a lamellar structure from the beginning and was still in the lamellar
phase after 20 min, and no change in friction was seen over time. For
Formulation B, on the other hand, a dramatic reduction in friction coefficient
was already observed 2.5 min after application, accompanied by a phase
transition from cubic (isotropic) to a mixture of reversed hexagonal, lamellar
and isotropic phases. For Formulation C, reversed hexagonal phases became
more abundant within a minute after application, followed by a transition to a
mixed phase with isotropic regions, where the isotropic region increased with
time (Figure 5.18C). This probably explains why a decrease in the friction
coefficient was observed for Formulation C between 6 min and 20 min (Figure
5.17).
The actual phase structures at each measured point of time were verified by
optical microscopy, see Figure 5.18. Thus, it appears that different liquid
crystalline phases give different friction; cubic > reversed hexagonal > lamellar.
Moreover, changes in friction over time are accompanied with phase transitions
associated with water evaporation. According to the author’s perception, the
three phases exhibit considerable different tactile properties: the cubic phase
feel sticky, the reversed hexagonal phase greasy whereas the lamellar phase,
which has a similar structure to the outer layer of skin, has a softer feel.
Reversed hexagonal and cubic phases are not traditionally used in skin creams,
however, they have shown interesting topical delivery properties for
pharmaceutical components to the skin and mucosa.185-187
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a
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Fig
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f
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refferred to th
he appended manuscriipt.
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6 Tactile perception
This chapter starts with a brief description of the method of magnitude
estimation, i.e. intended for scaling perceptual quantities, followed by a
summary of the main unidimensional psychophysical results. Further, the
method of similarity scaling is described and the multidimensional perception
results are discussed. All perception experiments, summarized in Table 6.1,
were conducted according to the guidelines from the Ethical Committee for
Social Science Research at Stockholm University. Figure 6.1 shows a
participant during an experimental session of similarity scaling on the model
surfaces.
Table 6.1 Summary of the unidimensional (ME) and multidimensional (MDS) perception
experiments (the author of this thesis was considerably involved in the experiments shown
in bold).

Experiment

Attributes

Number
of stimuli

Number of
estimations*

Participants

Article

ME
printing paper

coarseness

8

56

10 women and
14 men
22-29 years old

II170

ME
printing paper

smoothness
coolness
dryness
thickness

21

504

10 women
21-47 years old

III188

ME
tissue paper

smoothness
softness
thickness
bulkiness

MDS
model surfaces

Perceived
similarity

MDS
printing paper
MDS
tissue paper
*per

408

14 women
19-41 years old

18

201

20 women
21-32 years old

IV189

Perceived
similarity

21

289

20 women
20-37 years old

III188

Perceived
Similarity

17

200

17

participant

52

20 women
19-41 years old

Fig
gure 6.1 Ph
hotograph off one of the
e participants
s, estimating
g perceived coarseness on
priinting paperss.

6.11

Magnitude estim
mation

Sccaling of peerceptual atttributes w
was perform
med using magnitude
m
estimation
n.101
Paarticipants assigned numbers
n
thhat corresp
ponded to their perceeived relattive
6
quuantities off various peerceptual atttributes. No
N modulu
us was deffined, and the
t
paarticipants were
w
allow
wed to set ttheir own scale relatiive to the first stimu
ulus
101
presented. Higher peerceived quuantity corrresponds to
o a higher number. If
I a
stiimulus was assigned th
he numberr of “20” an
nd the nextt stimulus w
was perceivved
tw
wice as mucch, the num
mber assiggned should
d be “40”. Converselly, a stimu
ulus
peerceived as half of th
he quantity of “20” would
w
get a number of “10”. The
T
stiimuli were presented in random
m orders, wiith 6 or 7 repetitions
r
per stimullus.
Th
he participaants and peerceptual atttributes fo
or each experiment aree summarizzed
in Table 6.1. The averaage scale vaalues were calculated as geometr
tric means (eq.
6.11). Before this calcculation, thhe scale values
v
of each partticipant were
w
traansformed to control for interinndividual differences in
n the use oof numberss in
theeir own nuumerical scale. The grrand mean of every participant’
p
’s set of sccale
vaalues was set
s equal to
t the grannd mean of
o all partiicipants scaale values by
muultiplying each
e
set of
o the indivvidual scalle values for
f a stimuulus with the
t
neecessary facctor. The geometric
g
m
means of th
he normalizzed estimattes were th
hen
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btained from
m the follow
wing equattion:
∑

(66.1)

here x is th
he magnitud
de estimatees of perceivved quantitties and n iis the numb
ber
wh
off estimation
ns.
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6.2

Unidimensional psychophysical relationships

The role of texture in surface feel of printing papers is illustrated by four
psychophysical relationships in Figure 6.2, where surface roughness, Ra,
constitutes the common physical measure. The four perceptual scales compared
are smoothness, coarseness, coolness and dryness. In the four diagrams, the fit
of curves have been done merely as a guide to the eye. It appears that all the
four perceptual quantities are related to the actual contact between the finger
and the paper surface. The “physically smoothest” papers, i.e. those with the
lowest Ra-value, were also perceived as “perceptually smoothest” (Figure
6.2A), associated with that no asperities was felt on the surface. In contrast, the
“physically roughest” papers (highest Ra-value) were perceived as coarser
(Figure 6.2B). The greater values for perceived smoothness (up to 120) as
compared to perceived coarseness (up to 15) indicate that surfaces of printing
papers are indeed smooth, rather than coarse. Smoothness and roughness have
normally been considered as opposites perceptually, but the different scales
obtained here for smoothness and coarseness (viewed as perceptual synonym to
roughness), indicate that these two attributes are not bipolar, but rather two
separate, but reversely associated, and strongly complimentary perceptual scales.
Moreover, “physically smoother” papers were also perceived as cooler, see
Figure 6.2C. A larger real contact area with more contact points allows a
higher heat transfer rate from the fingers, which will result in a cooler
perception. Finally, the “physically smoother” printing papers were also
perceived as lower in dryness (Figure 6.2D). In this case it may be speculated
that a higher real contact area provides an increased ability to wick moisture
away from the finger, which would result in a less dry perception. The
relationships presented above between perceptual attributes and average surface
roughness (Ra), indicate that Ra is a relevant measure of surface roughness for
irregularly rough surfaces like printing paper.
If surface roughness were to be measured on a set of newly designed printing
papers, it would be possible to estimate their relative quantities of the
perceptual attributes of smoothness, coarseness, coolness and dryness, based
solely on the physical measure of Ra.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 6.2 Psychophysical relations on printing papers between magnitude estimates;
smoothness (A), coarseness (B), coolness (C) and dryness (D), and the physical measure
of average surface roughness (Ra) The fitted power functions and linear fit are a guide for
the eye.

For tissue paper, no relationships between the measured perceptual attributes
and texture (LENA-value) or finger friction could be established. However, the
only stimulus sample of facial tissue paper (T6) was perceived as most smooth,
and it displayed both the lowest finger friction coefficient and the highest
LENA-value. Facial tissues are often treated with softeners or lotions, which
might be the reason why this particular tissue sample differs from the other
ones. The highest and significant (p<0.05) correlation was found between
perceived bulkiness and basis weight (r=0.96), see Figure 6.3A. Please note
that it was the Swedish concept “skrymmande”, and not the English word
“bulkiness” that was scaled. These two concepts may be understood somewhat
differently as regards their meanings. The perception of softness is a
fundamental quality parameter of tissue paper,138 and high degrees of softness is
the main characteristic strived for. In this study, perceived softness was
inversely correlated with perceived bulkiness (r=0.93), as shown in Figure
6.3B. In addition, perceived softness decreases with increasing basis weight (r=55

0.85) and tensile stiffness (r=-0.83), but increases with the physical measure of
“combined softness” (r=90) (Figure 6.3C), calculated according to eq. 3.2 in
Section 3.1.3, that combines tensile stiffness and surface softness (LENA).106
This result once more demonstrate that the physical measure of softness (eq. 3.2
)106 in fact can be used to predict perceived softness of tissue paper.
A

B

C

Figure 6.3 Psychophysical relations between perceived bulkiness and basis weight (A)
perceived softness and combined softness (C), and in (B), the relation between perceived
bulkiness and perceived softness is shown. There is a distinct perceptual difference
between absorbent tissue (black filled symbols) and bathroom tissue (grey filled symbols;
the unfilled symbol represents facial tissue).
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6.3

Similarity scaling

Three experiments on MDS of similarity matrices have been performed and are
summarized in Table 6.1. All possible pairs of stimuli, composed in a matrix,
were compared as well as a number of test/retest pairs. The model surfaces
were reused and cleaned with acetone and lint-free tissue after every
comparison, whereas the paper sample of the printing and tissue papers were
never re-used. The participants were blindfolded and scaled perceived
similarities, between pairs of samples, from 0% (completely different) to 100%
(identical). The experimental time was divided into 25-min sessions with small
breaks for each participant. Perceived similarities (s) were organized in a matrix
and transformed to dissimilarities (100 – s), so that surfaces perceived as similar
would end up close to each other on the tactile map. The dissimilarity matrices
were submitted to individual differences scaling (INDSCAL-program), a
procedure that delivers a multidimensional solution “calibrated” for
interindividual differences.134,190
Tactile maps were obtained by multidimensional scaling of the dissimilarity
matrices. The number of relevant dimensions is first evaluated from the stress
plot, where the stress or “goodness-of-fit” is plotted versus the number of
dimensions. Stress values describe the degree of correspondence between the
empirical interdistances and the interdistances in the MDS configuration; a
stress value of zero means perfect fit. The stress plots for the three kinds of
stimuli are shown in Figure 6.4: printing papers, model surfaces and tissue
papers. As can be seen, the stress-plots are highly similar, and also resemble
stress-plots in the scientific literature.126,128 The rather high stress values
obtained (they are generally lower than 0.15) in the three experiments depends
on task difficulty due to the fact that surfaces of the same kind of material were
evaluated. Normally, the number of dimensions at which an “elbow” occurs is
considered relevant; however, such elbows are rarely that obvious. Therefore,
dimensionality decisions should be supported by an intelligible interpretation of
the organization of the stimuli in the map. In all three experiments, a twodimensional and three-dimensional solution both appears to represent the
dissimilarity data well.
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A

B

C

Figure 6.4 Stress plots for the dissimilarity data of printing paper (A), model surfaces (B)
and tissue paper (C). The three plots indicate either a two-dimensional or threedimensional solution to all similarity data.

To ensure reliability of individual similarity scales and concordance among the
participant’s similarity scales, test-retest reliability was determined. The average
first set of scale values of similarity were compared to the average second set of
scale values of similarity. In all three experiments, the test-retest reliability was
good for the similarity matrices: r=0.98 for the printing papers (n=59), r=0.92
for the tissue papers (n=46) and r=0.91 for the model surfaces (n=48).
6.4

Tactile spaces and interpretation of underlying dimensions

The results regarding the printing papers are derived from Article III188 and
regarding the model surfaces from Article IV.189 The tissue results are not yet
summarized in a manuscript.

6.4.1 Rough/smooth and thin/thick dimensions of printing papers
The three-dimensional solution of INDSCAL was selected and interpreted for
the printing papers, as presented in Figure 6.5. In this space, papers of the
same paper grade end up close to each other, indicating that the participants
were sensitive in discriminating between different grades of paper.
Furthermore, a clear difference was perceived between the coated and the
uncoated papers, and the SC-A papers with virgin fibers were perceived as
more similar to the coated papers, whereas the SC-B papers with recycled fibers
were perceived similarly to the uncoated papers. For all paper stimuli, the threedimensional map looks like a “V”, where one side is formed by the uncoated
papers and the two rougher coated MFC papers. The other side of the “V”
consists of the coated papers, from coated mechanical at the bottom up to the
highly finished WFC papers at the top.
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Figure 6.5 Tactile map resembling perceived dissimilarities of the 21 printing papers.
Article III188

After a first screening of the distribution in the tactile map, measured physical
properties, as well as measured unidimensional perceptual attributes, for the
same stimuli, were rotated into the map. This was to search for the underlying
dimensions of the tactile space, or to identify the paper properties that were
used by the participants to feel differences.
Four physical properties (finger friction, Ra surfaces roughness, thermal
conductivity and grammage, as well as four unidimensional perceptual scales
(coolness, smoothness, thickness and dryness), were rotated into the threedimensional tactile map of printing papers, using PREFMAP.134 It should be
noted that the physical properties obtained from paper standard tests were
tested for as well, but these could not explain the spread of the paper samples
in the tactile map (Figure 6.5). To increase the clarity of these results, the
physical properties and perceptual attributes, contributing to the interpretation
of the tactile map, are plotted separately in the two 2-dimensional planes of
Figure 6.6. The positions of the physical and perceptual vectors suggest that
dimension 1 is a smoothness/roughness dimension, in concordance with the
interpretation of important tactile dimensions in the scientific literature.126-129,132
Since smoothness, coolness, dryness and the physical measures of thermal
conductivity, finger friction and Ra surface roughness are describing the spread
of the data in dimension 1; it may be that this rough/smooth dimension is related
to the real contact area upon haptically touching the paper surfaces, as
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discussed in Section 6.2. Upon discriminating one physically rough paper from
a smooth paper, perceived roughness, or the feeling of the asperities on the
surfaces, appeared to be the important cue. However, in discriminating among
the physically smooth papers, encountered friction, perceived smoothness or
perceived coolness were used as cues. It may actually be the vibrations in the
finger, because of haptic feeling, that allows papers to be distinguished from
one another; thus, supporting the duplex theory of texture perception in that both a
coarse sense (spatial sense) and vibratory sense are simultaneously involved in
discrimination of printing-paper surfaces. This happened despite all the textures
were much finer than what is generally considered as coarse textures.120 Hence,
the perception of what is rough and what is smooth seems to depend on the
experimental context. Dimension 2, or the second underlying dimension in
Figure 6.5, seems to be related to the grammage or thickness of the papers.
The third dimension is interpreted as a distinctiveness dimension, originating
from the highly distinguishable and recognizable paper surfaces that assumes
high in this dimension.
A

B

C

D

Figure 6.6 Three-dimensional MDS solution presented as separated two-dimensional
plots. Physical-property scales (in blue) and perceptual-attribute scales (in red) are rotated
in the same space using PREFMAP. Article III188
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6.4.2 Surface discrimination possible at the nanometer scale
The most interesting finding, in the tactile map of the model surfaces (Figure
6.7A), is that the surface with 270 nm wavelength (WS1) was not distinguished
from the blank surfaces, whereas those of 760 nm (WS2) and 870 nm (WS3)
were. A “discrimination threshold” was thus indirectly obtained as a result by
employing similarity scaling. This allowed exploration of the tactile perception
limits without asking for a specific attribute, as is the case in more traditional
threshold experiments.119 The amplitude of the discriminated 760 nm surface
was only 13 nm, showing that a human finger with its coarse structure is
capable of dynamically detecting surface structures on the nanoscale.
As can be seen in Figure 6.7, the distribution of the model surfaces in the
tactile map is highly reminiscent of the finger friction versus wavelength plot,
suggesting that the participants use friction and wrinkle wavelength as the two
main cues in their scaling of similarities.
A

B

Figure 6.7 (A) Two-dimensional tactile space of perceived dissimilarities of 18 model
surfaces. (B) Finger friction coefficient versus wrinkle wavelength. The color mapping is
based on wrinkle wavelength from the smallest wavelength (red) to larger wavelengths
(blue). The unfilled symbols are blank unwrinkled surfaces. The two surfaces within the
circle are WS2 and WS3, showing that they are discriminated from the two blank surfaces
as well as surface WS1.

To further interpret the two dimensions, dimension 1 is plotted versus the
finger friction coefficient and dimensions 2 versus the wrinkle wavelength, as
depicted in the two “psychophysical” plots in Figure 6.8. Sigmoid functions
are fitted to these data which can be interpreted as two perceptual “sensor”
regimes; one with high sensitivity (slope) and one with sensor saturation.
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A

B

Figure 6.8 Comparison of perceptual dimensions and physical properties: (A) dimension 1
scale value versus friction coefficient and (B) dimension 2 scale value versus wrinkle
wavelength. The fitted sigmoidal psychophysical functions are drawn as a guide for the eye
(surfaces in circles are excluded from fitting).The color mapping is based on wrinkle
wavelength, from the smallest wavelength (red) to larger wavelengths (blue). The unfilled
symbols are blank unwrinkled surfaces.

In Figure 6.8A, the sensitivity is suggested to be determined from the loading
range that can be applied during probing. Assuming the existence of an optimal
friction force as reported in Section 5.5, the friction coefficients of 0.2 and 1.6
which correspond to sensor saturation, equate to applied loads of 2 N and 0.3
N, respectively. The lower load corresponds to roughly the minimum force
required to maintain contact between surface and finger during sliding. The
higher load corresponds to maximum deformation of the finger and to where
the finger encounters difficulties to slide smoothly over the surface due to
resultant stick-slip phenomena. Further, dimension 1 is suggested to be
associated with the slow-adapting mechanoreceptors.
In contrast, the human sensor of dimension 2 appears to be associated with the
fast-adapting mechanoreceptors. The finger surface will be struck by the top of
a wrinkle with a frequency given by f = v/λ, where v is the probing speed and λ
the wrinkle wavelength. Taking a wrinkle wavelength where the sensor appears
optimized (40 µm), and assuming a sliding speed of 10 mm/s, the resulting
frequency is 250 Hz; this value corresponds to the optimal haptic sensing of
vibration frequency of the Pacinian Corpuscles, involved in fine texture
perception.95,191 Thus, wrinkle wavelengths of the order of tens of microns are
optimal for exciting vibrations close to this optimal frequency and the
possibility of varying the finger speed extends the sensitivity range (and likely
also contributes to scatter). Regarding the larger or smaller wavelengths, closer
to the “saturation levels”, the discrimination based on vibrations excited in the
finger seems unlikely.
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6.4.3 Softness important perceptual attribute for tissue paper
Both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional solutions of the
multidimensional scaling of the perceived similarities among tissue papers are
shown in Figure 6.9. As can be seen, there is a distinct perceptual difference
between the bathroom tissue and absorbent tissue papers, where these two
groups are located on two opposite sides in the tactile map. The main
dimension 1 represents well perceptual softness. The three tissue samples (T3,
T8 and T11) that were produced with TAD (through-air-drying) and the
embossed tissue sample (T5) are low in dimension 3. This suggests that the
participants were also sensitive to differences in TAD-paper and tissue
produced with traditional drying steps accomplished by a Yankee cylinder. The
three TAD papers are the three thickest papers in mm (caliper) in the
experimental set of tissue samples. Dimension 2 is weakly correlated with
perceived smoothness (r=0.51), and therefore, it is suggested that for tissue
paper, the main dimension 1 is softness, usually called “bulk softness” within
industry, and the second dimension is more close “surface softness”. Obviously
these two kinds of softness are differentiated by the haptic procedure used: that
is to feel by crumpling the sample in the hands of feel by surface stroking
(against a flat background). The third dimension is interpreted as a thickness
dimension, which may correspond to the English concept of bulkiness, since
the TAD process gives bulkier tissue papers.
A

B

Figure 6.9 Three-dimensional (A) and two-dimensional (B) tactile maps obtained from
perceived dissimilarities of 17 tissue papers. Physical properties and perceptual attributes
are rotated and fitted to the data in the same multidimensional space, using PREFMAP.
There is a distinct perceptual difference between absorbent tissue (black filled symbols)
and bathroom tissue (grey filled symbols; the unfilled symbol represents facial tissue).
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7 Conclusions
The main aim of this thesis was to investigate the role of friction and texture in
tactile perception of printing papers, tissue papers and model surfaces. The
interdisciplinary approach was to combine physical measurements with
perception measurements to identify perceptual dimensions in the tactile space:
the long term view is to be able to deliver tactile perception on material
surfaces. The major findings within this PhD thesis are summarized as follows:
 Surface wrinkling can be used to fabricate robust, cleanable texturedsurfaces, ranging from nanoscale to microscale, allowing the surfaces to
be reused.
 A tactile approach to measure finger friction has been established, and
differences in friction coefficients were obtained among the model
surfaces and the printing papers, but not among the tissue papers.
 On fine-textured surfaces with an average surface roughness of at least 6
µm, like the printing papers and the model surfaces, the friction
coefficient increases with the real contact area at the finger-surface
interface. A larger real contact area allows more interfacial adhesion and
consequently higher friction.
 The real contact area also seems important in tactile perception of the
printing papers, for which the perceptual attributes of smoothness,
coarseness, coolness and dryness are systematically related to the average
surface roughness (Ra). It is, thus, possible to predict relative quantities
of each of these four perceptual attributes based solely on the physical
measure of surface roughness.
 The contact area adhesion effect most probably also explains why only
small distinctions in the finger friction coefficients are obtained for the
coarse-textured tissue papers. However, differences may be obtained
upon measuring finger friction on various surface treated tissue papers,
like the facial tissue sample in this thesis work, due to different
lubricating properties.
 Both friction and texture appear to be important physical properties
used to differentiate the surface perceptions, as shown directly for the
model surfaces and through the rough/smooth dimension for the
printing papers, where all physical-property and perceptual-attribute
scales, related to the real contact area, described the spread of data.
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Thus, friction and texture are important for tactile differentiation of the
fine-textured surfaces, but for roughness larger than about 10 µm,
friction is no longer used as cue for discrimination.
In order to change or deliver specific tactile perceptions to surface feel,
much can be achieved by changing the texture on at least fine-textured
surfaces.
We find that both a spatial sense and a vibration sense are used in
distinguishing between surfaces in tactile perception. The spatial sense is
used to distinguish the roughest textures from the others, whereas the
vibration sense is used to distinguish among the smoother textures.
What is considered rough and smooth depends on the experimental
context.
For tissue, softness appeared to be the most important dimension.
Perceived softness is associated with the physical measure of softness
that combines the measures of tensile stiffness and surface smoothness.
Thus, relative quantities of perceived softness for a new set of tissue
papers can be estimated from these two physical measures.
Lipids are transferred from the finger to the surface during interrogation
and work as a lubricant and lower friction, mainly on the first couple of
strokes. Again the real contact area seems important, since the physically
smoother papers show a greater decrease during the finger friction
measurements, allowing more lipids to be transferred.
A characteristic frequency of 30 Hz was identified in the friction force; it
corresponds both to the resonance frequency of the skin and the
frequency expected if considering the fingerprint structure.
If friction coefficients are compared among a set of surfaces, average
friction coefficients from single individuals are representative of a larger
population; however, the interindividual variation is large and
comparison of the friction coefficients obtained from different
individuals should therefore be avoided.
Although perceived pleasantness was not measured in this thesis, it is
suggested that the most preferable and pleasant surface to touch is not
the smoothest one; this suggestion is based on the result that smoother
surfaces that were perceived cooler, displayed higher friction and stickslip to a greater extent than less smooth surfaces.
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The applied load in surface interrogation is unconsciously regulated in
response to the friction force. There appears to be an optimal friction
force around 0.4 N that allows the human finger to smoothly slide on
the surface.
 It is possible to measure differences in moisture content of hydrated
model skin. The friction coefficient decreases as moisture is evaporated
from the model skin.
 Different liquid crystalline phases show differences in tactile friction,
where a cubic phase (sticky feel) show highest friction, followed by a
reversed hexagonal phase (greasy feel) and a lamellar phase (soft feel).
Transitions from one phase to another because of water evaporation can
be followed with the friction measurements.
 Last but not least, the amplitude of the wrinkles that could be
differentiated from unwrinkled blank surfaces was approximately 10 nm,
demonstrating that human tactile discrimination extends into the
nanoscale, and that nanotechnology may well have a role to play in
haptics and tactile perception.
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8 Future work
One aim of this perception delivery project was to understand tactile perception
in terms of measurable physical properties, and preferably be able to use these
identified physical measures to estimate tactile feel. In this thesis work,
psychophysical relationships on the printing papers between perceived
attributes; smoothness, coarseness, coolness and dryness, and surface
roughness have been established. It would be interesting to take a set of new
developed or designed papers, and from the roughness measures estimate the
ranking of the different papers by means of perceived smoothness, coarseness,
coolness and dryness. These estimated rankings could then be compared with
perceived rankings performed by participants on the same set of papers to see
if the rankings based on the physical measures and perception data correspond.
To me, this is really what these psychophysical models or relationships can be
used for within industry, especially in early stage development, when screening
new-developed products. In the same way, softness perceptions of new
developed tissue paper could be evaluated based on physical measures of tensile
stiffness and surface softness.
It is speculated in this thesis that the smoothest textures which allow a greater
real contact area are maybe not the most pleasant and preferable ones to touch.
This assumption is based on that the smoother surfaces are perceived as cooler,
display higher friction and occurrence of stick-slip, as well as more bandwidth
in the amplitude spectrum when analyzing the frequency content in the friction
force. It would be interesting to measure exactly which surface textures and
friction responses that are preferred and comfortable to touch. Of course the
optimum texture depends on what the product is, but it would be possible to
make educated guesses as to which textures to aim for to maximize a positive
tactile feel. Again, preference scaling could be used, in combination with
simultaneous finger friction measurements to see exactly how the friction
response relates to preferences.
In the same way as the physical properties and perceptual attributes have been
rotated into the established tactile maps, preferences could be mapped as well.
The vector of preferences would then tell towards which direction of samples
and physical properties and psychological attributes that people prefer. The aim
of the paper industry and tissue industry may be to design a new paper, beyond
what exists on the market today, aiming for manipulating physical properties
towards the direction of the preference factor.
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Since we conclude that both a spatial sense and a vibration sense are used to
distinguish surfaces from one another, it would be interesting to actually
measure the vibrations induced upon interrogation with all stimuli investigate in
this thesis, using for example an accelerometer.96 To study how vibrations in
the finger relate to the oscillations in the friction force as well as the surface
texture could provide a deeper understanding of the human interaction with
surfaces.
Some preliminary studies measuring macroscopic adhesion have been made,
considering adhesion as the negative load during pull-up of the finger on the
force sensor. The correspondence between adhesion force and perceptions of
for example stickiness of skin creams could be evaluated, as well as the
correlation between finger friction and perceptions of spreadability, greasiness
and skin softness. If there are correlations, finger friction measurements can be
used as an objective method to measure perceptions associated with skin cream
application and function.
The effect of surface chemistry has not been addressed in this thesis other than
that the effect of surface chemistry of the printing papers could not be
completely ruled out, and the topical formulations with different liquid
crystalline phases. It would be worthwhile studying the role of surface
chemistry in both tactile friction and perception. A simple start might be to use
surfaces such as those in Article VI which are either hydrophilic or
hydrophobic.
Friction showed to be important upon discriminating tactile feel of finetextured surfaces. It would be interesting to see how much the friction response
varies with different relative humidity, which may imply that tactile perception
and preferences of surface textures vary depending on the country you live.
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